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"Money is like muck, not
good unless it be spread.'"
Francis Bacon
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BY GRETCHEN SHEARER
The renovation of Scovel Hail

has been undertaken to increase
the energy efficiency of the
building and to eliminate fire
hazards. The repairs, which
began in April 1984, are scheduled to be completed by December

to provide maximum

laboratory, office. lecture, and
seminar space. In addition, the

old greenhouse hat been
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Beginning in late November
or early December, Taylor Han,
home of the Physics and
Mathematics departments, will
undergo significant interior and
exterior changes.
Now in its 82nd yar. Taylor

suffers from creaking,
dif-

deteriorating

stairwells,

ficult access for those with
physical disabilities, and poor
departmental library space. As
one of the older buildings on
campus, Taylor has a wooden
charm an Its own, but it simply
is not as effective an academic
bunding now as modern improvements would allow it to be.
Hopefully, construction of an
exterior service building with an
elevator for all four floors will
help make Taylor more accesi-bl- e
and modern. Though the
sheU of the building has been
declared structurally sound, the
stairways are in need of repair,
so the Installation of the service
buUding, with an elevator, is
seen as a great improvement.
At this time, only the physics
department keeps a departmen

tal library in Taylor; much of
the math collection is still in Andrews Library. With the room
additions and modifications
planned, a larger library hous-

ing both the math and physics
collections, and a reading room,
is designated to be constructed
' on the first floor of the bunding.
Additional modifications in-

clude replacing Scott
Auditorium

with two lecture
rooms, and major changes on
the second floor, which is now
holds some math department offices and classrooms, to allow
the Computer' Center to be moved into that floor from its present location in the basement of
Andrews library. The math offices will then be moved to the
top floor and constructed around
the outer edge, overlooking the
Computer Center through an
opening in the floor similar to
the mezzanine construction of
the fourth level in Andrews
Library. Much glasswork is anticipated, giving Taylor a very

modern and impressive

character.
Estimated cost for the

com- -

x-r-ay

seminar room for the
humanities., introductory
geology lah?ace , faculty ugacCT.

and a largeTScture room. The
orientation of the lecture room
has been changed se that the en--.
trance Is in the rear of the room
and win seat 87 people. There Is
also a lecture prep room adjacent to the lecture roonU.-:'- -

f Gngsirom (72) to Sing
I
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BY CHUCK CRAIG

Saturday, Sept 29, the voice with the late Karl Trump,
1
I
lit w organ with the late John; Car-rutguest
piano with Brian Dykstra,
marked by a special
featuring Lynne Engs- - and viola with Michael Davis.
plete renovation, which wUl con
in the
band.
v VU - -'trom, who
" " graduated from the She participated
F unue for approximately onefCoUege of Wooster in 1972 with orchestra, and chorus.
year, is sUehtly over 82 million. a Bachelor of Music Education.
Engstrom win be acompan- degree.
scheduled
ied
is
recital
in theis program by James
$1 million was provided for tort
mD
ta
HaU,
Mackey
7:30
professor of music at
Benner,
the renovation by remainder offor
DuWic with West Virginia University and
the estimated cost will be paidland fa 0Dn 10
director and producer of the
from funds now being raised taalouicharg'
West Virginia University Opera
general purpow camp.ignJ 0f!fftnUt
aJESS
From 1954 until 1968 he
theater.
ddre;riv
was pianist for aU the major
voice teacher at the Winches-lifiSf- ii tours of the famed Obernkirch-e- n
A premierI
"
jter-Thursto- n
P
"
Children's Choir of 'GermaSchool in the
.
M "Pittsburgh area. Engstrom has ny.
iSSSSwoi?!,
'
growth of Wooster.
V
soloed with the Mendelssohn
renovations arei choir and the Bach Choir of
so extensive. Taylor Han wfflbejpittsburgh.
Before receiving a
vacated completely. Although itl Master of Fine Arts in Opera
is uncertain where the depart-IfroCarnegie-Mello- n
Universi-men- u
j
will be headquartered,! ty in Pittsburgh, she taught I-y
likely locations are Severancel elementary vocal music in En-A- rt
Bunding for phyiicd thejdicott, N.Y. for six years and
Frick Art Museum for math.performed with the
1
Classrooms and times will be I Opera in Binghamton, N.Y. She ifV
worked out by the Registrar, but' also performed as soloist with
changes will probably not go in- -l the Harpur CoUege Chorus and
I Orchestra at the State Univer-- .
to effect until next semester.
Perhaps the confusion andlsity of New York (SUNY) at
tight quarters imposed upon the! Binghamton.
campus by next year's' While attending the CoUege t
renovaitons will cause someof Wooster, Engstrom studied XJ
commotion, but a new and im-- f
proved Taylor Hill will be well
Pagel
worth the time and trouble.
TT
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BY JONATHAN BARCLAY

restored with cement brick
walls, and it houses the cutting
and polishing room in the basement, and office space on the
first floor. The basement also
room, the
contains the
acid lab, the minreology lab office space, and the news services complex.
On the first floor, there is
vestibule with a display area, a

The poor energy efficiency of
the building caused it to be very
cold in the winter. In order to
remedy the situation, the old
heating system has been replaced with a hot water heat exchange system. Also, the
building temperature will be
kept constant year-roun- d
by
central air conditioning. The
original walls have now been insulated. The old windows have
been replaced with triple pane
windows which will deflect
sunlight during the summer.
The old staircase was a fire
hazard, so it has been replaced
by a steel and concrete stairwell
with safety doors. Also, the rear
addition to Scovel has been built
to provide a second entrance

i

ex-

elevator.
Each floor has been renovated

1. 1984.
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and stairwell, in addition to

tra restroom facilities and an
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EDITORIAL
OCTOBER

14, 1936

College extends a sincere
welcome to all the alumni,
parents, and friends
who are visiting the campus this
The

ex-stude-

week.

nts,

largest attendance

With the

in our history, the beautiful

Hall dedicated since
other
last
improvements both in buildings,
furnishings, and organization,
we are eager not only that you
should pay a casual visit to the
campus, but that you should
stay long enough to inspect our
equipment, become acquainted
with the personnel of our organization, and saturate your
lungs with the atmosphere of
Wooster.
With high hopes for the 67th
year of our college history,
and with a loving thought for
the sons and daughters of Wooster
scattered all over the world,
we greet you who come to visit
us, seeking your loyal support,
soliciting your critic ms , if anew
needs must be, and pledging
to you our best endeavors for
the College. of our love.
Faithfully yours,
new Babcock
Home

Coming Day, and

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

.

CHARLES

F. WISHART,

President

WCWS Airs

Opinion

To those who occasionally
complain about the lack of
professionalism associated with
our programmers, please keep
WCWS is part of
" mind
the educational process at the
Colleee of Wooster. Rather
than an excuse, this statement
is strong support for the professional qualities that are found
among our staff members.
Under the auspices of Dr.
James Rea, Department Chair
man, and Dr. Timothy Franck.
Director of Broadcasting,
readers.
WCWS seeks to get involved
WCWS broadcasts on the educational spectrum of the FM with the community, as do
organidial. Our functions include other College-supporte- d
providing an educational work- zations. We are different, howshop in which students can ever, in that our effect is both
learn all areas of radio broad immediate and
casting and production and dis WCWS offers to the student at
seminatin information of inter- - Wooster, this type of hands-o- n
esi to a wide range of listeners. experience that makes it a
Our facilities are open for u&e valuable organization, and one
by the entire community. In the that distinguishes it from
past, we feel that WCWS has broadcasting facilities at other
been grossly underutilized by universities.
Finally, please do not just
students, faculty, and members
of the larger community; we turn us on "the next time you
welcome interaction with all are bored and you really want
interested parties, and encour- to jam." WCWS provides proage comments, questions, and gramming to appeal to all of
our audience throughout our
suggestions about our operabroadcast day.
tions and programming.
Sincerely,
Dan Garan
and
Page 2
Kenyon M. Mau

Dear Editor:
In response to the article
about WCWS, dated September
10. 1984, we would like to thank
Ruby Fanning and the Voice
staff for publishing the infor- mation vou did ahnnt tho
lege of Wooster's radio station.
There are, however, a few
points of interest about WCWS
which, by no omission of the
voice, were not printed. We
feel it important to Dass aloni?
some of these points to your

far-reachin-

g.

Fesraro defended

In his article on Gerry Fer- raro's candidacy, Tom Jones
his viewpoint a crippling
disservice by confusing his own
vulgar lampoon (it is too weak
and unfocused to be satire) with
"political analysis." Identifying
one's sympathies with a political
cartoon does not an argument
make, and Judy Goldsmith's
purported smiles are a sad
substitute for relevant facts.
It would be unfair to say that
the entire article is capricious,
however. Mr. Jones does indeed
choose to use certain facts, in a
way that reminds
one of Joshua ordering the sun to
stand still. It is weeks since the
"flap" of John Zaccaro's financial disclosure-do- es
Mr. Jones
not read the papers? Back
Rolling Stone
issues of
perhaps? Sure, it would have
been detrimental to his "argu- ment" to point out that Fer-raro's poise under fire and
time-stoppin-

g

governor; " why should the
presidency require any less

perience than the

ex-do- es

vice--

part.

Argumentand opinion

should spring from the synthesis
of facts, and not the reverse.
Karl P. Henning
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On Wednesday, October 3rd,

at 7.00 p.m.. the Student Health

Activities Board (SHAB) will
Present "Anorexia Nesa". a

Assin V.eU?i
movie "The Best Little Girl in

p&ne

the World", in the main lounge

Hall.
r of aDouglass
!.
presentation by Myers
ly separates his head from his Hous
causes Df world
on
own shoulders. Reagan is Spiro hunger will be held in the
Agnew's equal as a "mere nouelass
lounge on OctoOcto Douglass main lounse
8:00.
at
4th.
ber
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Published weekly during the academic
exceot during vacations and exami
nation periods by the students of The
College of wooster. woosier, unio.
The Wooster Voice welcomes all typed
land siened letters to the editor from
students, faculty, administrators, subscribers and members of the greater
Wooster community. All correspondence
may be addressed to: The Wooster
The Col'
Voice. Post Office Box
lege of Wooster. Wooster, Ohio 44691.The
deadline for aU letters and stories is
Wednesday noon. The current subscription price is $20.00 per year for first
class delivery.
First class oostaee oaia at woosier,
Ohio. Postmaster: Send address changes
To The Wooster Voice, Post Office Box
The College of Wooster. wooster,
Ohio, 44691 (attn: Scot Clydesdale?
Back issues are available irom ine
Wooster Voice office.
Ivpar

C-31-

87.

m

subsequent

entitled to his opinions; but fail- ing to substantiate them seems
even more insulting to the public
- And..vin- newsprint.
the- reckless
of
blade
Mr.
Jones' rhetoric is
13 a
:r".t, JlVA-!-

USPS M2-1-

C-31- S7.

Mid-tervans to the Cleve- land Hopkins Airport will leave
Lowry Center at 4 p.m. on
Friday. October 12, and will be
returning from the airport on
ruesaay, ucrooer xo, mi 1 p.m
success
tickets for the van ride are
The
demonstrate that she has more
steel than, say, a certain presi-- available for $5 at Lowry Cen- ter front desk. For more inforifvnt iftar ill thla !
an4
little knowledge in the wrong mation contact John Fernan

to stick to opinion, I suppose

THE WOOSTER VOICE
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presidency? As for Ferraro, the
District Attorney of Queens is ,
responsible for a borough with a '
population 35
.greater than j
that of Cleveland,' Cincinnati
and Columbus, combined. The
only "obvious inexperience" in
question here is on Mr. Jones'

Susan Clydesdale, Editor-in-Chi- ef
Sean BUceglia. Business Manager
Emily Drage, Newt Editor
Rocky Zaxxaro, Sports Editor
Stephen Daaen, Photo Editor
Amy Langer, Copy Editor
Scot Clydesdale. Circulation Manager
Susan Cunliffe, Office Manager
Staff members: Ida Williams. Bill
Townsend. Rob GaU, Jeffrey West. Car-oiyn Keirson, Mary cox, Charlie Pip- ins. . John Wilkinson. Marideth Fields,
alman Bawany. Palani Sakthivel. Kar
en sapio, Judy Rich. Mary Hueske.

Prashant Aggarwal. Charles Dennis

Porter. Debbie Celinski. Jonathan Bar
clay. David Baronov. Carol Anderson
Randy McCleary. John Hemann. Rubv
Fanning. Andrew Horning. Mike Klin"
jonn uicxey. Clinton Manning, Paula
uuvai, Suzanne Karapasnev, Chuck
Brady. Amy Weisbereer. Karl Hennins.
Franz Jantzen, Drew Vandercreek. Eric
Greene. Debbie Smith. Tom Jones. Jen- tay Potee, Carolyn Mathews, Tim Door,
cry tmrU Stk.
Steve Gale

ft
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BY KARL P. HENNING
The dynamics of any society
are a dialogue of similarities

and differences between individuals; and every government

BY WILLIAM TOWNSEND
Thomas Jefferson, one of the first United States Presidents, once said that had he to choose betweeen having a
government without newspapers or newspapers without a
government, he would not hesitate to pick the latter.

that humankind has crafted

among themselves has had to
come to grips with this relentless tension, some less successfully than others.
Little more than two hundred
years ago, the Colonies suggested a curious solution, that
'all men (read as you will) are
created equal'. This does not
mean, as Meg observes under
duress in A Wrinkle in Timet
that 'all men are created the
same. It is very amusing to
consider how many people past
and present have seen a great
universality among the human
race, when all of history and
the modern world compel us to
weigh the equal (and perhaps
greater) importance of the dif- ferences among humankind. It
is equally sad, however, to
have to conclude that America,

President Reagan, to judge from his comment concerning
the press publishing his joke about banning and bombing
the Soviet Union, would probably agre with the former.
"It's still funny... but if the press had kept
quiet, no. one would have known what I said," the
President told journalists accompanying him on his
Mississippi election tour.
Journalists questioned him about the criticism leveled
by bis Democratic rival, Walter Mondale, who charged
Reagan with having instilled fear in the whole world.
Once again, Reagan's retrograde philosophy on the
role of the press in United States society was laid bare.
He shamelessly advocated press silence so that nobody
'would know what his administration was doing and
saying. It is not enough for truth to be manipulated and
distorted; he wants more, he wants absolute silence, a
sort of
press.
We can readily understand how elated Reagan would
have been if over the past 44 months no one in the United
States had heard about the countless stupid and outrageous things he has said or done.
Had the press kept quiet: No one would have ever
found out he ordered the CIA to mine Nicaraquan ports,
as well as arm and train the Somocista bands in
Honduras trying to destabilize the Nicaraguan revolutionary process.
No one would have ever found out about the criminal
nature of the U.S. invasion of the tiny island of Grenada
or the lies he uttered as a pretext for landing the Marines
that captured and now occupy that Caribbean island.
No one would have ever found out the extent to which,
the United States has become involved in the Central
'American conflict through the assistance it is providing to
the genocidal Salvadoran army and the establishment of
many military bases in Honduras.
How wonderfully amusing it would have been to
Reagan if the press, apart from its known limitations in
what concerns a genuine freedom of the press, had not
written a word about all the above!
Had the press kept quiet about the - stationing of
additional U.S. nuclear missilies in Europe and their
ominous consequencees, or the unchecked arms race, or
the taxpayers paying $730 for a "military" light bulb
whose exact copy could be bought for 99t in the local
hardware store, or the plans to militarize outer space,
Reagan would be laughing all day long, totally unconcerned about the demonstrations and protests taking
place in the United States to condemn his warmongering
self-muzzl-ed

throughout her history, has

been the zealous purveyor of

naive homogeneity, domestic

and abroad.
'One size fits all' is the American Way. It is a shock to many
international students to encounter for the first time the
monolithic midwestern distrust
nd
fear of, and malice
toward the new, the different,
the unusual. But security in
sameness is something that can
be observed throughout the
country, and not only at home
but in our foreign policy as
well. From the tragedy of the.
American Indian (foreigners to
us jn the profoundest sense), to
making the world safe for the
style of democracy we endorse,
the United States has been the
firebrand of Blind Injustice, an
of-a-

odiously

narrow-minde- d

ag-

an open mind'. And since representation would be a pointless luxury in a world of generic people, there is a degree to
which the structure of the
ed States' government presupt
poses a people of open minds.
But the Constitution is not without bias.
There are ways for an individual to measure the extent of
his
the degree of discomfort experienced
in the face of a new idea, the
extent to which he categorizes
something merely different as
'opposite' or even 'threatening',
and others. But how does one
gauge the bias of a government? By a motto, such as 'in
God we trust'? It is undeniable
that some vague religious un
dercurrent has always pervad- ed the spirit of American gov- ernment, despite the avowed
separation of church from
state, and a blatantly Christian
undercurrent at that.
How does one begin to legislate religious values in a government of a varied people?
Consider abortion: a cardinal
sin to one man is an insignificant act to another. This is not
necessarily shocking (see
above), and I am
exhorting no individual to think
one way or another. The Moral
Majority, and numerous others,
consider this 'permissiveness'
and 'moral ineptitude'. Faugh.
Is it a government's function to
oppress one segment of her
population to. satisfy the gods of
another? That's right; 'gods'.
That is not a theological state- ment, only a sober fact of
political practice. For if the
universality of humankind is
elusive, unanimity about 'God
is simply not to be found. The
plethora of denominations and
open-mindedne-

ss:

religions basing themselves
divi-sivene-

House.

It is an interesting thing that
the Witch Trials predated a
government that would eventually guarantee the right to worship as one may please. But I
don't suppose that the Founding Fathers seriously considered that any one could fail to
worship Yahweh, in a Christian
manner, once having decided to
worship. And even if they did,
many Americans today don't.
Salem could still happen today,
and not to witches only. In a
government by, of, and for the
people, no gods need apply.

www www
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open-mindedne-

gressor. In the song, "Not One upon the same Bible demonof Us". Peter Gabriel observes strate this by their own
There's no guarantee
that 'all shades of opinion feed

even that two members of the
same parish will think the
same about this seldom seen,
always-hear- d
deity. And, although I invite Reagan to worship as he may, please, I don't
want his god in the White

(Debate Club)
Wednesday, October 3, 1984
Compton lounge 7:30 p.m.

Resolved that the

Topic:

United States should pass legislation limiting genetic engi-

neering research.
Affirmative: Tom Jones and
xooias niKuic8uc
Janes and John Hickey

ss.

policy.
How peacefully he would live and how amused he
would be were the press to stop prying into his dirty
fairs and keep quiet about scandals frequently involving
..f
corrupt cronies, including Edwin Meese, his right-han-d
man in the White House.
Had the press kept quiet, Reagan would neither have

L

to worry every day about conflicting domestic affairs, like
the alarmingly increasing traffic and use of drugs, crime,
sexual abuses, unemployment, racism, and other social
evils that afflict United States society.
Were the press to keep mum about Reagan's mental
lapses, like confusing Brazil with Bolivia, or about his
fondness for falling asleep during solemn ceremonies,
how happy that would make him.
Think about it...
The truth is that the contradictions and conflicts now
raging in our country, the electoral climate that is
propitious to exposing public scandals of varying nature,
and above all the fear of nuclear holocaust widely felt in
the United States, are blocking Reagan's facist dreams
about muzzling the press. They are all the factors
standing in the way of Reagan's dreams, which is why he
attacks the press and regards it as his enemy, thereby
evidencing that possibly he is against the United states
Constitution itself in the area of freedom of the press.

--

Today promises to be
with a slight chance

partly cloudy to cloudy

of lingering showers and a":
high of 53 to 58. Variable cloudiness is
expected tonight with a low dipping down to 39 to
44. Cool temperatures along with variable
cloudiness should prevail over the weekend.-Highwill only reach 56 to 61 on Saturday and
s

both mornings
the 61 to39 66 range on Sunday. Lows
to 44. Trivia fact: The deadliest
will be
ever hit the U.S. occurred in
to
hurricane
when storm tides
inundated
Septemoer, lyuu, wnen
inunaaii
KiJLLeq tiaes
b.ouu Texans.
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BY IDA WILLIAMS
Most everyone is familiar with
halftime shows during football

games in which the marching
band performs the snow, uui
the marching band at the College of Wooster is a little differ
ent. Here, not only are there
the usual instruments and
Highland Dancers, a dancing
group that performs traditional
Scottish dances.
Head dancer Whitney Hind

describes it as, "Traditional

Scottish dancin- g- it is like the
to
polka is a folk dance-do- ne
bagpipes and in a kilt."
The Highland Dancers that
performed at Woosoriginally
'
ter, around the late 1940's, were
dancers from Cleveland, according to Dr. Stuart Ling,
former Wooster band director
during a telephone interview.
For about ten years, during the
1950s and early 1960's there
were not dancers at all until
the mid 1960's. The Highland
Dancers were started by a
student who had been trained
as a Scottish dancer and taught
other students. "The impetus
for dancing was an upgrading
NATALIE SCHNEIDER (Liexington, Ohio),
for bagpipes," Ling said, since
now
HOMECOMING QUEEN, 1955- - She
the two are commonly associated together. The Highland Danresiding
Madame Pierre Pourreau,
cers have taken over the place
Marseille, France. She has 3 children,
of the MacLeod Lassies, a manow
(Alumni '80, '81, '84). She
jorette group that used to pera cencer research pathologist for
form, according to Ling.
The dances performed rethe National Center for
'
main essentially the same every
Research.
year. "We hand down dances
year after year," Hinds said.
But Jennifer Frank, with
is
twelve years experience,reperhelping to expand their
BY JONATHAN BARCLAY
march, and nine organizational toire. Hinds continued. Susie
One of this weekend's major floats from the .campus clubs, Simmons mentioned that they
events, the 66th annual Wooster sections, and several other resiHomecoming Parade wiU begin dential units will be showcased.
its route on the Memorial Walk- Judging of the floats and of the
way behind Kauke Hall at 12:30 clowns who will march with the
Saturday afternoon.
floats will be done, by a
According to David Bell,
panel of faculty, staff, The first annual Homecoming
chairman of this year's parade and administration members. Harvest Run is Sat, Sept. 29, at
committee, the parade will last Floats will be judged on crea 8 a.m. 2 mi. and 5 mi. fun runs
approximately one- - half hour, tivity, originality, quality of begin at Severence Stadium.
traveling outside the campus construction, organization, and Trophies for 1st female and
on all four sides, and arriving enthusiasm, the first place float male student finisher and
in the stadium before Satur- winning $65 and the second-- l alumnus winner in each race
day's football game against place float, $35. Clowns will will
be awarded. Also
Kenyon.
also be judged, and the winners will be given out to the first 30
To highlight the parade theme of both contests will be anH finishers in each race, plus
of "Past Meets Present," the nounced at half time, as will the ribbons for alL
ten Outstanding Senior Man winners of this year's Outstand- starting 920 at Lowry Keys
and Woman candidates will ing Senior Man and Woman and I.D. Office. Forms will be
ride in convertible Corvettes, elections.
available at the Front Desk.
while the members of the AdThis year's parade certainly S.A.B. Office, and at Keys and
ministrative Court will parade promises to be exciting arui LD.s. C.O.W. students, alumni,
cars. The Scot colorful, a fitting event for the employees and dependents are
in
Band, Scot Pipe Band, and Homecoming celebration.
eligible. THERE IS NO REGISHighland Dancers will also
TRATION FEE!! JOIN THE
FUN!!
Page 4

is

in

is
Scientific

.
have tried to keep the tradition- - is very strenuous, just
not
make
dances-thedo
al
SLm ,?n
because of the constant up and
st
Hinds said. "It is
"ot
down."
of dances we do were
"A
done by men," Simmons tre.meI.y tiring,
something completely
"It
said. "Traditionally only men different...
It is something you
danced in kilts "
your own. but it is
on
dances were done can do
male
,
something
.
. The
r
also
-you can really,
mws.
eooa iuck.
ior
or you caJ
mto
wrap
yourself
danfe requireduuuic
men
dance
that
on their shields and not lau on.
Another, the sword dance, in- - stated.
volved dancing above swords. To become a Scottish dancer
is held in
and "If one hit the swords it a series of workshops
season,
to
the
prior
spring
the
was bad luck," said Frank. For
can
one
workshops
the Homecoming show the dan- At these
work-swor- d
The
to
dance.
how
a
learn
cers will be performing
and
dance. "We are anxious shops are open to anyone
join the
to perform it," commented there is no obligationoneto can
just
Highland Dancers,
Hinds
Women also had dances, but take the course for fun. To betrya
one must
these were very different from Highland Dancer
usually
the try-oout,
but
in
danced
Women
dances.
male
the work-suc- h
at
taught
are
skirts, not kilts, and danced for dances
reasons as celebrating the shop. "A lot of people get
harvest, according to Diane involved just watching,
mented Simmons. Some of the
have preThe Highland Dancers per- - dancers currently
but a
experience,
dance
vious
form with the marching bandnovices,
are
confew
Wooster
the
with
tour
and
to the baqtf,
cert band. They also perform The relationship
season,
good
better than
this
is
as
events,
last
such
at other
Sunday at the Scottish Sheep- - it has been in the past I think
dog Trials, Gorgas continued, there is a pretty good repoire
the band and the dan-n"It looks very easy, but it is- between
Simmons'said.
cers.
It takes a lot of endurance... It is like aerobics except "I like it because I can still
more fun... I did not think it be part of the band, but do
would be easy, but I also did something different," Gorgas
not think I would be so sore," commented. "It is a lot of work
but it is fun."
Mmmented Simmons.
y

ex-ju-

ut

com-Gorga- s.

ot

r

Past Meets the Present

five-memb-er

Run

for Fun

t-sh-irts

Pre-regist- er

old-fashion- ed
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
4:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Registration
Wooster Memorabilia Room

Lowry Center Lobby
Lowry Center
Room 118

Reception for Alumni

Sponsored by the Student Alumni Association
7:00 p.m.

9:30 p.m.

&

8:15 p.m.

10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Film: Terms of Endearment
Admission: $1.00
Stage Right Rep Co.
The Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams
Directed by Annetta Jefferson
Chairperson, Department of Theatre
Admission: $5.00 General
$2.50 Senior Citizens
No Charge for Students & Faculty
ICHABOD'S
Entertainment

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
9:00 a.m.

8:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.

-

StudentAlumni Fun Run
Registration
DEPARTMENT OPEN HOUSES

8:30 a.m. 10:00 a.m.
--

8:30 a.m.

--

10:00 a.m.

Spanish, French, German

Home of Pablo Valencia
1134 North Bever

Chemistry

Severance Hall

8:30 a.m.

--

10:00 a.m.

Political Science

Room 105
Kauke Hall
Walcott Room

a.m.

--

104)0 a.m.

Education

Lowry

9rt

a.m.

9.-0-0

10.-0-0

--

10:00 a.m.

a.m.

--

12 noon

-

Urban Studies
Mathematical Sciences

and Physics

10-.3- 0

a.rru

11:00 a.m.

--

--

12 noon

Black Alumni Council Annual Meeting

11:00 a.m.

Wooster Invitational Cross Country Meet

Following the game:
4:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m.

-

Room 119
Kauke Hall
Room 105
Taylor Hall
Room 105
Mateer Hall Lobby

12:15 p.m.

12:00 noon
12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

Biology

'

Center

4:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

FIGHTING

Men & women
Alumni Soccer Game
HOMECOMING PARADE
FOOTBALL: Wooster vs. Kenyon College
HALFTIME: 1984 Outstanding Senior
Man & Woman
Recognition of Coach Phil Snipe

"Homecoming has been a pretty standard tradition at
Wooster," commented college registrar and unofficial
Mateer Auditorium
college historian W. Lee Culp.
Mr. Culp has been working at the college for
37
years. He is also a 1941 graduate of the schooL Heabout
Shoolroy Arena
agreed
to recount some of his homecoming experiences as a
Theatre
Wooster student and express some of his opinions on the
changes in Homecoming in generaL
"Homecoming was always the time when the student
body entertained the returning alumni. The students were
both happy and proud to show-of- f
their college." he
explained.
Lower Level,
When Mr. Culp was a student. Homecoming was
Kittredge Dining Hall
basically the same as today.
The festivities began Friday night behind the stadium. Students would gather to hold a pep rally and light a
bonfire. The band would play a few rousing songs; the
Severance Stadium
cheerleaders would stir the crowd with some cheers; and
the captain of the football team might say a few words.
Lowry Center Lobby
Saturday was the day when most of the alumni came
to the campus. All the dorms were decorated. They were
judged, and the winner was announced at halftime of the
football game.
Then there was the parade. In 1940, it was basically a
college event The Scot band played, and just about
anyone could join in behind.
,
The big event, of course, was the football game. The
alumni would all be there; some wearing the yellow
mums with black "Ws" used today. The band would play
at halftime, and it was not uncommon to recognize
outstanding achievements among the alumnL There was
no recognition of outstanding seniors, or even a Homecoming Queen.
"It was a lot more fun when we won the
game. We usually did. If the team ever gets upfootball
for
it's going to be the Homecoming game," Mr. Culp
explained.
In the venug, there-woul- d
.?
lnlthe old Scot
't934. r auditorium
danc-teHand-- a
old gynr?pTe$eCtTIajr'
Lean Lecture Room second floor Severance Art BuiIding).The dance would be .
Wishart Hall
informal, and a 16 piece jazs band would provide the "big
sound.
band"
Practice Soccer
The
weekend
would
end with a large church service in
Field
the old Westminster Chapel. The president of the college
Carl Dale Field
would often deliver the sermon.
According to Mr. Culp, student attitudes toward
Homecoming itself have changed little over the years. He
Severance Stadium
explains, "It was awe inspiring to see the alumni return.
They knew the place as well as we students did.
Homecoming has been a continued good tradition." . .
.

-

.

a-ga-

--

PAST MEETS PRESENT
(Alumni and Student Gathering)

,

Lowry Center Patio
iCHABOD's
Lower Level,
Kittredge Dining Hall

7:30 p.m.
8:15 pjn.

9:00 p.m.

--

1:00 a.m.

10:00 p.m.

-

2:00 a.m.

ar

--

Memo:

Members of the Alumni The Admissions Office will
Board,the representative body host a Fall 'Visitation Day for
Carl Dale Field
of the Alumni Association, will prospective students' and .their
hold their fall session during families on Saturday. These
Details at
Homecoming, with meetings visitors will have an opportuniRegistration Desk
beginning at lunch on Friday ty to meet Wooster faculty and
and continuing through Sunday students, participate in college
SCOTS FOOTBALL REUNION & RECOGNITION OF PHIL SHIPE
morning. This group advises activities, and learn more
necessary)
the College in areas of admis- about Wooster's academics,
Social Hour
TJ's Restaurant
sions, alumni activities, career scholarships, and financial aid.
Dinner & Program
TJ's Restaurant
planning , communications and Please give these special visipublic relations, and develop- tors a warm Wooster-welcome!- !ment and chooses the recipiFilm: Terms of Endearment
Mateer Auditorium
of the Distinguished Alum- ents
Admission? $1.00
given each year AtnoorT on Saturday, former
Awards
3iuring
Vocal Recital
Lynne Engstrom '72
Alumni Weekend, The soccer, players "should plan to
Mackey Hall
Black Alumni Council holds its play in an event that s j&uickly
Stage Right Rep Co.
Shoolroy Arena '
one J of Waster's
annual meeting on Saturday. .becoming
The Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams
Theatre ' - '
traditions-The,,Alum- niJ
Soccer
afissues
with
Concerned
that
Directed by Annetta Jefferson .
Gaine.:This.cbntesCf,orratt socpopuminority
current
the
fect
Chairperson, Department of Theatre
lation on campus, the council cer players provides the opporAdmission: $5.00 General
addresses the issues of admis- tunity to exhibit soccer skills,
$2.50 Senior Citizens
sions,
the curriculum, and stu- meet other Wooster alumni and
No Charge for Students & Faculty
dent life and activities and is reminisce about Wooster soccer
The 1984 HOMECOMING
Dance
Lowry Center
raising funds to endow a schol- games. The game will take
Live Entertainment: "Northstar"
arship fund in the name of the place at noon on Saturday.
Representatives of
Council.
ICHABOD'S
Entertainment
Lower Level,
body
attend sessions of
each
Kittredge Dining Hall
Page 5
both groups.
(pre-registrati-

7:00 p.mv& 9:30 p.m.

be-a'ipl-

he

"

6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

me,

--

The Scot Band
The Scot Band Serenade

Hosted by the Land o'Scots Alumni Club
and the StudentAlumni Association
Soccer: Wooster vs. Kenyon College
Section and Club Receptions

BY DAVID SICK

Lowry Center Pit

on

",

All-Camp-

us
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INTERNATIONALIST
BY JENNIFER SHIMON
PRASHANT AGGARWAL

PALANIKUMARAN

SAK-THTV-

.
EL

.

Babcock International House
is a program residence hall for
both Americans and international students. The hall was
designed to serve as a medium
for Americans and international students to share cultural
experiences and learn fromg
each other. The idea of devot-ina residence hall to this
purpose was meant to facilitate
interaction between American
and international students under natural Irving conditions.
However, it seems that a large
portion of the campus population feels that Babcock is not
viable in this respect. Does
Babcock really fulfill its role,
or is it just a front for cliques
of international students?
Many students on campus believe that Babcock is a hangout
for foreign students. In fact, it
is a popular misconception that
Babcock is strictly a hall for

and
American language majors.

international students

Actually Babcock is a mixture
students
and half American students.
The number of international
students living in Babcock this
year is only one third of the
of half international

this
population on
year, which leaves the remain-

ing two thirds of international
students to be randomly distributed throughout campus. Of
course, Babcock does have a
'
stronger international feeling
than the other residence halls,
but that is intended. The mis- conception arises when students assume that only foreign
j students
have a place in an
: international hall. As one member of Babcock said, "You
don't have to be Mr. or Mrs.
International to get into Babcock. I don't speak any foreign
languages, and I've never been
outside the United States except to Canada. You just have
to want to participtate and
meet international students."
As far as cliques in Babcock
go, residents feel that the hall
does have certain groups that
tend to hang around together.
However, they feel that this is
true of all the dorms, and that
the residents of Babcock are
gererally receptive to new people, both international and
American. "I had no problem
developing friendships with the
international students in Babcock. I sometimes think that
; they are easier to befriend than
other Americans because they

are more dependent

upon

friends."

One of the really interesting

feelthings about
ings' towards Babcock is that
many of the people who hold
non-reside-

misconceptions

nt

concerning

Babcock have not visited it.
This could be part of the problem; without support from out- er sources, it is extremely diffi-- .
cult to establish the desired
contact between international

students and Americans.

"There are vast resources

within Babcock, and I feel we
are fortunate to have such an

advanced international

pro-

gram. It is the responsibility of
the college community as a
whole to take advantage of this
program, and to learn about
and experience other cultures.
The potential is limitless."
Whether your feelings toward
Babcock are positive or negative, it might be worth your
time to get to know some of its
residents. Perhaps you will
learn that it has something to
offer you, or you may just
enjoy one of the open campus
programs that it sponsors. At
least you will be able to decide
if the stories are true or not.

No tfo be Changed

Bloodmobile
BY BRIAN BODENBENDER

Have you been looking for a
way to get rid of that excess
blood cluttering up your svs-teWant a way to " prove
yourself" with a minimum investment of time and no money
down? Here is your opportunity!
m?

The American Red Cross will
Wooster to
be at the College ofblood-giving
service all of your
4
Oct.
Thursday.
on
needs
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Westminster Church House (lo).
cated just downhill from
spot
your
in
To reserve
opporthis
tunity, sign up on the chart in
Lowry Center for one of the
many convenient appointment
times. We are sorry, but we
can only make this offer available to those people over 18
years of age and 105 pounds in
weight If for any reason you
are not able to sign up but still
'wish to donate, you may do so,
Hy-geia-

once-in-a-semes- ter

but come early to get a good
seat. Those with appointments
can expect prompt, friendly
service designed to get them on
their way in about an hour:
Walk-in- s
can expect the same
friendly service, but with, perhaps, just a bit less prompt- Page 6

student
entire international
campus

hushed. Borstine ascended the
BY DAVID BARANOV
I have a theory. It's a simple stage, approached his box, and
theory, as far as theories go, faced the crowd. A pall fell
but still, quite significant. You over the audience as he
see. I feel approximately, on, reached down to open the top of
three or four hundred years the box. Then, suddenly, he
ago there lived an evil, wicked, flipped the top, releasing the
satanic, sadistic guy. He lived creation as the crowd nervousin a huge castle at the top of a ly looked on. The tiny flying
hill just outside a small town m creatures rushed from the box
the Australian hillsides. The dodging into the rioting crowd.
locals referred to him as Bor- - "What is it?" cried a hysteristine Echloushinstein, or the cal farmer.
nut on the hill.
"I don't know, but it
Borstine was what we today flies!' someone called.
"What? Flies?" he respondwould call a mad scientist. He
was driven by a powerful, over- ed.
whelming Dassion that occupied
And so the fly was born. No
his every conscious moment. It doubt the College of Wooster
was his dream, his obsession. today would make Borstine
to create, in his laboratory, a proud, I dare say blush, at the
life form unlike any other sight of his many wicked creawhose sole purpose and singu- tures having his way with the
lar aim in life would be the student body.
Flies are simply a way of life
disturbance and overall disrup
tion of a person's life. It was a at Wooster: classes, studying,
sickening, wicked endeavor; parties, and larvae. You can
one that saw many failures. (It forget about killing them. I've
is thought this is how we got seen even the most civil, laid
Australian Sloth; back, easy going person totally
the three-toe- d
lose control, shout obscenities,
an insignificant,
bother.)
a
hardly
and catapult from a chair
creature, but
Then, in the spring of 1643, swinging wildly at Borstine's
little creature. Worse yet. is
success!
Borstine emerged from his when you see a guy happen .to
laboratory an 88 year old, de- get one.
caying,
madman, whose Usually he will sit there, real
68 years of painstaking labor cool- -a complete statue. Then,
and obsessive pursuit were slowly, and I do mean slowly,
clearly evident in his worn and he raises his hand at a pace
tired face. His prize now rested just quick enought to avoid the
in a box under his arm. The growth of moss on his palm, to
entire town gathered to witness a position just above the fly,
the great unveiling of this sinis- (I've determined that the thing
ter, crazed, yet distinguished . these people posses that we
madman. The crowd was
do-nothi- ng

ill-cl- ad

CAMPUS COUNCIL MINUTES
Voting Members Present: John Plummer (Administra-

tion), Joan Krejcar (Faculty). Jim Hartman (Faculty),
Ron Hustwit (Faculty), John Heiman (Student Government
Arvind Balasundram (International
Students Association president), Julie Ferguson (Student
Government Association president), Brian Rodwin (Social
Concerns Committe of SGA), Pat Warny (member-at-large- ),
Diane Weisz (member-at-large- ).
Scott Nicholson
(chairperson), and Doug Hart (Student Activities Board
chairperson).
Approval of Minutes and Agenda: The minutes and
agenda were approved at 11:05 am.
Chairperson's Report: Scott appointed committee members and chairpersons. For the Budget Committee the
chairperson is John Plummer and the members of the
committee are Jim Hartman, Diane Weisz, John Heiman
and Scott Nicholson. For the Charter Review Committee
the chairperson is Pat Warny and the committee members are Julie Ferguson, Ron Hustwit, Arvind Balasun-dra- n
and Joan Krejcar.
Scott received a letter from Don Harward asking for
a member of Campus Council to sit on the Quality of Life
for Black Students at the College of Wooster committee.
The committee will consist of a representative from Black
Women's Organization(BWO), Black Students Association
(BSA), National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), Harambee and Campus Council. Scott suggested asking Martha Horst to represent
Council because of her previous experience and background. Through discussion it was decided that Scott
would talk to Martha and report back to Council at the
next meeting.
Other Business: Julie Ferguson mentioned that she would
have a proposal redy for the next meeting asking to have
job descriptions written up for all Campus Council
members.
The attendence policy was discussed and it was
decided that Campus Council would wait and see how the
attendence was this year before a policy was written.
John Plummer talked to Council about some suggestions that the Budget Committee had discussed. The
committee changed the policy for organizations receiving
Council funding. The Treasurer's office now signs checks
for organizations. John also discussed having a Campus
Council Financial Coordinator, who would be responsible
for making sure fund requests were in line with Council
guidelines before checks would be issued. After some
discussion Johntold Council of Ken's idea to put the
position on hold. John is going to try this job himself and
for now the search for a student to accept this responsibility has been put on hold.
Vice-presiden-

t),

--

PLEASE NOTE I! Due, to tired
typists. JACK JONES name
was inadvertently omitted from
last week's letter to the
apologies to Jack!!
edi-tor.O-

ur

EM (CM

2600 Cleveland Rd.

Fre e Quart of
Coke ivithEvery
Large Pizza
other coupons valid
with the presentation
No

m

this one
Good thru Oct. 4
of

Koairo
Delivery
Mon. Thurs. - 5:00 PM - 10:30 PM

BREAD AND JUSTICE
This year the Bread and Justice program is introducing a
rnew feature to the Soup and
Bread program. Rather than
automatically sending, the proceeds of the program to one
specific hunger and development organization, such as Ox-fawe will be presenting a
variety of organizations to the

illusion that addressing hunger relief funds from the U.S. ? in churches, synagogues, and othr to People to People, a locally
in one sector, "or; in. one-- way, response to the growing famine er private sector programs put

m,

participants at the Tuesday

evening meal, so that they can
decide, on a percentage basis,
where their money will go.
Throughout the course of the
semester, we will present-speakers- ,
discussion tables,
sli-desho-

ws

and literature condevelopment organizations, as
well as statements from various charity watchdog organicerning various hunger and

zations. We will select hunger
programs which express different approaches to the problem
of hunger, programs that deal
with different aspects of hunger, as well as groups which
serve various geographical locations. At the end of the semester we will send a ballot
through campus mail to each
Soup and Bread participant
with a brief synopsis of the
different organizations. We will
compile the ballot results and
correlate the money sent' to
each organization to the percentage of people who expressed a preference for that
organization. Le. if 10 of the.

participants' choose Oxfam,

ft

of the money will be sent
to Oxfam.
This is not to say that the
members of the Bread and

"down
Justice program arecontrary,
on" Oxfam. On the

strongly affirm Oxfam
America as one of the most
we

well-respecte-

d,

efficient, and

responsible hunger reliefdevelopment programs in the United
States. We simply wish to affirm that there are many other
fine hunger programs, and that

we respect the participants
good judgement in determining
for themselves which kind of

hunger group they wish to sup-DoThe choice is not a simple
Usne. When .confronted with a
variety 01 peopie s legitimate
needs, and possessing limited
resources (i.e. one vote), it will
be hard to decide where one's

rt.

-

necessarily - ' means neglecting
hunger in another area. Rather, the connections between the
various kinds of hunger programs should become evident
Possibly participants will realize that they have many more
resources for addressing hun- in all of its manifestation?
Ser
tan they nave tftougnt.
Hopefully, by asking hard
questions concerning methods
of assisting others, participants
will be able to establish lifelong patterns of intelligent and
informed giving. The tough
questions are worthy of a liberal arts institution, spanning
many, if not all, academic disciplines. 'At this- - point the organizers of the program have
selected five different hunger
reliefdevelopment organizations for the Soup and Bread
program and are currently researching others. The groups
selected so far are: Oxfam
America, Bread for the World,
People to People Ministries (located in Wooster), Voice of
.

in Southern African nations
might be; Relief efforts to
counter this Severe famine are
the primary focus of Oxfam
this year.
. Bred for the World is a very
different program. BFW is a
bipartisan Christian and inter-fait- h
hunger lobbying organization; which does not use its own
funds for direct hunger or relief
efforts. Rather, BFW lobbies
Congress and the Executive;
branch to support governmental programs assisting the hungry both at home and abroad,
and attempts' to educate
and the president
concerning reform efforts in
both domestic and foreign national hunger programs. BFW
argues that the U.S. Congress
has the potential to delete or
promote more funds for hunger
programs in a single vote than
all the money - raised by
--

con-gresspers-

Jl.

J,

.

Yjy

.

ons

v

together. They argue that an
informed and mobilized electorate expressing a concern for
hunger programs is essential.
The hard questions here may
be: What reforms does BFW
advocate and why? And what is
the role of the U.S. government
in addressing hunger? Resource persons; who have
worked directly .with, or on the
. staffs, pt BFW will be available
on campus to help answer these
questions:
Voice of Cavalry ministries is
a rural development program
among black people in Mississippi, the poorest state in the
country. A "showcase" model
for rural development of the
Presbyterian church, VOC recently hosted members of

provides emergency food. ,
clothing. and vouchers j tor,
those who fall through the,
"safety, net" in, the. Wooster ;
area. Similarly, funds from the
,

.

Soup and Bread program may

be directed towards
meals program of
west Mae, aesignea
people and severely
people in that area.

the free
the Near,

ior street
e;

low-incom-

The

pro-- ;

gram is run cooperatively;
among a ucirui &
unuun
111

UJC

WCa'fUU

KIIH

WW. Mr

people nightly.
Whatever Soup and Bread

500

participants

about

decide

where their money should go.
and whatever questions we ask.
and conclusions we reach concerning hunger in our world, it
is worth considering that. it is
Westminster Presbyterian best when questions and
Church as "work crew" volun- thoughts are rooted in concern..
teers. Closer to home, another Apathy has no place in the
option will be to donate money development of the intellect ..
.

.

Jl Jl Jl JV Jl Jl Jl Jl Jl Jl J I. Jl- Jl ft J I. St si

Ml

-

yit -r

Cavalry, and the Cleveland
program. Cross disciplinary

Near West Side Free Meals
questions could be asked about
any one of these groups.
Oxfam America works on
both relief and development
programs in developing countries. A women's studies major
may ask why Oxfam helps fund
indigineous grass roots development programs organized by
and for women in India and
Bangladesh. A political science
major may be interested in the
fact that Oxfam cooperates
with the Sandanista government of Nicaragua in their
efforts to establish national
and may
food
argue for or against Oxfam's
support: of what it sees as
progress in fighting hunger
since the Nicaraguan revolution. A biologist may be interested in the effort of Oxfam to
vary the genetic base of rice
seeds in Kampuchea (Cambodia) by recovering Kampuchea's
indigineous types of rice from.'
seed banks after the indigineous rice crops had been de
stroyed by continued civil wars
and domestic oppression. An
self-sufficienc-

,0

h3

zo&m ami

y,

em
:Z4

0

money should go. We hope that international relations major
we are not creating a false may ask what the effect- - of

'

LUMI V5V2&

iXSlfc

independent, nongovernmental.
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The unique smoker's shop
We carry magazines, novelty Items,

tobaccos, cards, etc.
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COMPILED BY CHRIS LUSE
1. (Moscow) The official
news agency Tass dismissed
President Reagan's appeal for
arms cuts and better realtions
with the Soviet Union. The Soviets labelled Reagan's address
to the U.N. as an election ploy
and rejected assurances that he

were not announced. Administration sources reported that
immediate reprisals for the attack are not likely unless the
source of the bombing can be 5. (Washington) Edwin
identified.
positively
Meese was absolved of wrongwants to curb the nuclear
by an independent coundoing
weapons race. Reagan said the
Jacob Stein found
Counsel
A
tentative
sel.
(Washington)
3.
Soviets have not yet conclusiveap
bringing charges
judge
for
basis"
ly rejected detente as he pre- iiiin bv a federal settlement "no
Reagan
aide. Reathe
against
million
$180
pared for his meeting with proved
report
as a
gan
their
hailed
the
and
veterans
Vietnam
for
Gromyko Friday. Democratic
Orfrom
Meese
of
Agent
by
"vindication"
nominee Walter Mondale ac- families harmed exposure. The allegations that he received
ange
herbicide
cused the Reagan of softening
that the government loans in return for government
his hardline approach to gain ruling saidlikely
dangers in its jobs.
of
votes. In his speech to the U.N., knew
Final . (Beirut) Heavy ' fighting
chemical.
of
the
use
open
to
Reagan said he wanted
erupted in Southern Lebanon
settlement
the
space-arm- s
discussions, but he clearance for
attorney
finalizing
between Christian and Druse
for
waits
did no offer any new proposals.
the
of
militias.
Israel's occupation
distribution
and
regufees
holding
suggested
He also
troops
Lebanon's port of
closed
meetings on a funds.
lar
axter a series
snipping
to
Sidon
wide range of subjects.
4. (Washington) The House of rebel attacks, reported Rastop-ga- p
mili- dio Beirut. Lebanese leaders
2. (Washington) Several passed a large
spending
bill have resumed reconciliation
tary
domestic
and
ininitiated
panels
have
House
$477
nearly
talks.
The
fiscal
for
195.
terquiries into last Friday's
au
includes
measure
billion
on
Beirut
the
rorist attack
7. (Manila) Riot troops broke
embassy, said Speaker of the thorization for Reagan's for- up an
demonstraHouse Tip O'Neill. O'Neill also eign aid programs, including
gas.
estimatAn
with
tear
tion
bilblasted Reagan's explanations Central America, and $18
protestors
were
2,000
routed
ed
water by an equal number of soldiers
on the faults in the embassy's lion for Congress
security as inadequate. Three projects. The Senate Appro- and police. The demonstrators
U.S. warships were sent off the priations panel drafted a simi- were part of a crowd of 50,000
coast of Lebanon and took part lar resolution to continue fund- that marched to the Phillipine
in evacuating the wounded. ing most government spending palace Friday.
Any further roles for the ships after fiscal '84.
U.S.-Sovi-

BY DEBBIE CELINSKI

Have you ever read the Potpourri and wonders. "Hey, just
who are the Martini and Rossi
who are in charge of this
thing?" Well, now you have
Tour answer. They are senior
business economic major Russ
Welch! and senior studio

et

anti-Marc-

art-illustrati-

Holdsworth.

ons

major Debbie

Tills is' their second year
doing the Pot as it is common
ly referred to. The decided to
continue with it because they,
as Holdsworth stated, "couldn't
stand to give it up (after doing
It last year)." They ootn saw
that the Pot allows them to let
loose. Welch! commented, "It
is humorous instead of just

os

staight news'

'

rzuzg

K--D
At The Kone Korner
Hours: Son.

The two spend about five
hours a week working on the
Pot. including such things as
editing . doing layout, and running it off. They do not have too
many problems, but sometimes
people do not follow the regulations for submission and get
upset when their items are not
printed. Holdsworth and Welchi
also have to be very careful not
to print anything that will offend anyone.
Holdsworth said, "What people put into the Potpourri is
what they get out" Although
the main purpose of the Pot is
to inform the campus of any
events, meetings, etc.. it can
also be used for personal messages, such as "Happy Birthdays" and sales ads.

Thurs. 4 p.m.

--

12

.m.. Ffl.

A

3

St. 4 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Sizes Of Pizza

9"-12"-1- 6"

Large Variety Of Subs

8" & 16

Soft Drinks
30 Minute

Delivery

?itco BoDQuod
COUPON
I
I

I

1

j

COUPON

Pizza & a 2 liter 1 1 12
j of pop for only
bottle ot pop for only

U"

I Page

2-lte-

m

80c

8

7'
Additional Item

For Each

II

I
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2

cans

$500

60c

For Each Additional Item
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r
1

COUPON
Pizza &

11 9"
pop for only
2-lte-

i

m

1

can of

$3S0
2S

For Each Additional Item
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1

J
1

I
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COUPON

8" Sub Sandwich
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mere humans don't is the ability to sustain almost one to one
mind contact with the fly. This
may have its advantages. I'm
not sure yet. I kind of think it's
kinky). But in doing this he is
able to slap his opponent to

2

football game? Never fear.

Dave Carey and Mike Pyle of
the Wooster radio station, will bring it right to your
room.
Carey and Pyle are the two
men who announce the football
games for WCWS. "I paint the
picture, what one would see if
one were there.. .what the play
was' and how successful it
was," says Carey, a junior
English major, explaining his
role.
"I am merely complementing
Dave... I highlight him," color-ma- n
Pyle, an intern from Edin-bor- o
State College, and the
continuity director at WCWS,
said.
"I'll sit there with the roster
WCWS.

death. But even with this

comes problems. He has to lift
his hand. This can be. a pretty

repulsive and disgusting

process. Usually, little fly parts
are stuck to his hand and fly
guts and pressed wings are
imprinted on his corduroys.
There are two ways of removing dead fly parts from
your clothes. There's the cool
approach. The cool remover
never actually looks at his kill.
He just stares off with a carefree expression and wipes it
away as nauseated onlookers
pray he'll wash his hands or
transfer colleges by dinner
time. Then there's the big
game approach. Proceeding his
kill, this person will usually
celebrate his accomplishment
by shouting and cheering. After
a brief viewing of the body and
a short summary of his battle
in case anyone has not noticed.
he will usually make his way to
the bathroom to wash it off.
Often, he will also dispose of
the corpse in the toilet; a kind
of finishing off the job. I am
reminded of that old big game
hunter's expression, "Live in
fear, for just as your game has
met his end today so might
you tomorrow." The thought
conjures up strange images as
you hear the gurgling toilet.
But, why fight it? Let's face
it: Borstine's dream has come
true. Science marches on...

VIA

BY IDA WILLIAMS
So you've got the Saturday
study blues? Are you missing
out on all the excitement because you cannot make the

CHANTED

1

--

Cfo

two-and-a-h-

--

alf

ball games. Since he had radio
he decided he
would like to do it and looked
for a color man. Carey considered a lot of people that he'
knew about before finally deciding on Pyle.
So far this year, broadcasting
has gone well. There have been
no major problems, although
sometimes "we have technical
problems" because of the
"complicated hook-up- s
to the

experience,

--

know-

ing what's going on on the

field. ..highlighting Dave's
(commentary)," Pyle said.

Sometimes WCWS may air
an away game, but, according
to Pyle, "It's not cost effective." When a broadcast is
done from an away game, it is
through the telephone system
and the cost is comparable to
that of a
hour
long distance phone call. Also,
a fee must be paid to the home
team for rights to broadcast

more than 60 seconds" during
the whole game. "It's amazing
how draining it is," Carey said.
One of the hardest parts is
identifying the players. In the
beginning of a season, "we
don't know these guys," Pyle
said.. It is difficult "getting the.
names of the players you've
never seen before...especially the game. Carey
mentioned
the other team, "Carey
that for something special, an
two-and-a-h- alf

.

--

a good product"

G3

fillip mm

I

rmmn ty"i

la IB bI Ifl m
VJorsbip, 1 OiOO n.f.l.
Cvory Ocnday
Westminster Presbyterian Church

'the

congregation-in-residenc-

on campus"

e

Ministers: Barbara
Campus

Dua
Mark Wendorf

Extension: 2398

The Church House

--

.

i

away broadcast would be arranged.
Carey also hosts '.'Speaking of
Sports," a weekly sports talk
show aired on Thursday mornings at eleven. In that show an
Wooster sports, as well as football, are discussed. ,
"It's such an easy radio station to work wiUu-.an-d
so easy
to get involved," . Pyle .'said,
'fit's great since it Is student
oriented and operated station."
e "y :wt to Je as professional as possible.' Pyle stated.
"One of onr goals is to' maintain a high quality- - broadcastWe feel we are
delivering
'

MB
232-3- 1

4--

;

b

"It's just a matter of

ijji

asjU.

Jin

-he (Pyle) has the
stats.. .I'm on 60 percent of the
time, though, and I'm responsible for not having dead
air.. .Sometimes it's hard to
station." according to
keep good quality stuff on a 'radio
Carey.
hour broadBoth Carey and Pyle mencast," commented Carey.
tioned
how busy and loud it
Carey, the sports director at sometimes
got in the press box.
WCWS. is reponsible for all the
"It's really intense in the
sports. It is also his responsibil- booth...we
don't get a break for
ity to find announcers' for foot-

and
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Bill

Townsend

Junior

Undeclared

"I don't think
Phot opinion will
be in the Voice
anymore, so I'll
have to go over to
the Beta's with

"25

Nusent and have a

-

N

are doing."

-

t.

'.e

-

f

; '

2fi

r

t

i '
-

Elizabeth Knauer

Senior

m3r

Voice Major

Jeff

West

Freshman
Art Major

back,
I
Wooster will be so
modernized we will
come

"When

i

timental and have
fun anyway. seeing
what all my friends

"

-

...

r

lose
will probablygame,
the football
as usual, but I
will get real sen-

students, if the
trend continues."

bandmember Ted

-

,,

"I think Wooster

now

Wooster ought to
have a composition
of about
foreign

--

drink.

years from

Nm

-

Angela Hubler
Senior
English Major

David Kintu
Freshman

Art Major

'

obsolete and
we'll be considered
be

-

-

Darren Barr

"I think Florence

Junior

entire student

will be like
"It
the rest of the
years.

0. Wilson bookstore
will take over the

Business Major

union and wil
branch out into
the parking lot
with a drive-thru- ."

world in 25

stupid and Wooster
have become a
University again."

'

ir

a

--

i

3
Andy Tveekrem

"I don't think

Senior
History Major
"I will probably
be dead in 25 years
so it doesn't matter, but if I'm lu-

college. It will
probably get more
prospecialized
"

back, I think Everything will be made
of plastic. Lots and
of PLASTIC.
lots
EVEN THE FOOD! ! ! !"

Liza Sherwood

Senior

Sandra Marcy

Speech Major

Junior

English Major

riding
the

will

be

Harley-David-s- on

motorcycles in

Homecoming par-

ade."
Page 10
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will

"Everyone

i

cky and do come

Wooster will survive
as a liberal arts
grams .

II
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i

ke liie in

Wheff will Woo

25

years?

h?1

i

Karen Johnson
History Major

Robert Etherington

S ophmore

S ophmore

History Major
MI haven't ever at
tended a Homecoming.
I don't think I'll
return to Wooster

"It will be interesting to see who

"The rooms are goito be much better. Maybe there

everyone marries and
how "successful"
everyone turns out
to be. It will be

years,
people vm't
be so apathetic
towards the event
in the future. Frankly, I don't care.'

one in
for
Maybe

Salman Bawany
Freshman
Business Major

25

fun to

to

Woo-vil-

ng

and

reminisce."

WI

the

think
same

"Wooster

will be
it
old Woo."

will

al-

Wooster people

will

always be the same.
Dean Morrison will
be trying to
still
figure out a major.'

Maybe Dave Abdo

will

have graduated by

then too."
II

;4
r"8 .'

3

i,-

-

rSr

Michael Love joy

Drew Klee
S enior

S ophmore

Art Major
'"I hope I won't be
around to deal with

Soc. Major

"I think I.S. will
REAL

now.

h

A

be a

themselves as

get nuked, it will
be exactly the same.

the same,

2

still

ng

Senior
Art Major
"If the school
doesn't close or

Business Major
ways be

will

Everybe enj oy-i-

Dean Morrison

Junior

Crownover
Freshman
English Major

body

they are

Dave Abdo
Dawn

be more fashion

in Wooster.

come back

le

will

pain.
-

it."

u

Susan Cunlif f e

S ophmore

Undeclared
"I guess

to

I'll tohave

come back

my roommate,
visit
Sue Clydesdale,

who'll

be

trying to

get the Voice out.
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UPCOMING GENETIC REVOLUTION
public forum on the gene tic.
revolution continues next- - Monin
day and Tuesday (Oct.
Wooster with addresses by two
distinguished biological scientists.
Francis Ruddle, professor of
biology at Yale University, will
deliver the Oct. 1 lecture, "The
Applications and Implications
of Genetic Engineering," at
7:30 pm at the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development
Center's (OARDC) Fisher
The college will run a
bus for students free of charge
to the OARDC Monday evening.
It will leave from the parking
Center
lot across from Lowry
beginning at QOp-.m-.
Tuesday's speaker will be
Clifford Grobstein, professor of
biology and public policy at the
University of California at San
Diego. His lecture begins at
7:30pm at the College of Wooster's Mateer Hall Auditorium.
Both addresses are open to
the public without charge.
Ruddle, Ross Granville Har-risn- o
Professor of Biology, has
been at Yale since 1961. He
earned his .master' degree at
Wayne State University of California at Berkeley. He is a
member of the National Academy of Sciences, among other
organizations, and is consultant
to the National Institutes of
Health.
Clifford Grobstein has been
actively involved in the debate
over genetic engineering. He is
the author of "A Double Image
of the Double Helix: The Recombination DNA Debate."
He earned both his master's
degree and doctorate from the
University of California at Los
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RIFKIN REVIEWED
BY CAKOLYN RIERSON

make the decision of just how

Jeremy Rifkin kicked off genetic engineering will be

Wooster's exciting new Genetic used for controlling the future?
Revolution lecture series to a As Rifkin stated, "We can
fast start on Tuesday night control the blueprints of life for
over five hundred years!"
with his riviting lecture
Engineering and
Rifkin said that this new
the Remaking of Life". Rifkin, pursuit of knowledge must be
a long-tim- e
advocate for
taken with empathy towards
the halt of extensive genetic the environment-participati- on
engineering research and de-- will provide a community,
velopment, addressed not only which will in turn provide sethe political, economic, and so- curity, totally refuting Francis
cial controversies but also the Bacon's idea that knowledge is
ethical ones as well.
power.
Emphasizing that the genetic Another of Rifkin's main
engineering of today will di- themes was that everything we
rectly effect our lives as col- use, fossil fuels, land, water,
lege graduates tomorrow, Rif- etc., is BORROWED, implykin immediately mentioned ing, of course, that it must be
current environmental trage- paid back. But can we, or are
dies facing us today: rapid we too far in debt? We have a
species extinction, land loss, mutuality and indebtedness to
and mineral and metal deple- future generations, he stated,
tion. Now that all species so we must not tamper at all
boundaries can be broken with with the well being of the
new DNA manipulation tech- future, taking the safe, simple
niques, more and more prob- ecological approach to the fuonly ture.
lems can be solved-n- ot
There are many perspectives
the three mentioned above, but
also in agriculture and even other than Rifkin's to view on
human health and reproduc- this issue in order to make a
knowledgeable decision, sometion, among others.
Rifkin then brought up the thing that must be made since
question of who will we pick to it concerns everyone's future!!
Please note the dates and
decide just exactly what human
diseases will be eliminated or times for the lectures next
what criteria will be used for week: Monday, Oct.- - 1. 7:30
deciding what is a good gene to p.m. Fisher Auditorium, The
transfer, to eliminate or to Ohio Agricultural Research and
improve? Although genetic en- Development Center. "The Apgineering has been brought on plications and Implications of
by good intentions and impres- Genetic Engineering"
Tuesday, Oct 2, 7:30 p.m.
sive benefits, the long term
effects must be weighed very Hateer Auditorium, The Colcarefully, but once again, who lege of Wooster. "Human Reis going to be designated to productive Options: Challenge
to Public Polio
Flit 12
enti-tled"Gene- tic

Angeles. Among his professional affiliations is memership in
the National Academy of Sciences.
Grobstein spent the summer
of 1979 as a visting scientist in
the Program in Science, Technology and Society in Massachusetts Institute of Technology-

A

philosophy scholar,

Mi-

chael Ruse, will respond to
Grobstein's address. Ruse is
professor of philosophy at the
University of Guelph in Ontario. His areas of study include
the history and philosophy of

biology and medicine.

A reception is scheduled for
Grobstein and Ruse in the
Babcock Hall following
their lectures.
The forum, "The Genetic
Revolution: A Public Forum on
Vaiies and the New Biology,' is
made possible by grants from
the Ohio Humanities Council,
The National Endowment for
the Humanities, the S&H Foundation, The Morris Fund of the
College of Wooster, and by the
Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center of The
Ohio State University.

ol-leg- e's

N.Y. TIMES EDITOR MEETS
WITH STUDENTS

BY GRETCHEN SHEARER

Nicholas Wade, science editor
of the New York Times, met
with students interested in journalism and scientific writing
during an informal question
and answer session Monday
afternoon before delivering the
opening address of the Public
Forum on Values and the New

Biology.
Wade studied biochemistry at
Cambridge, and after gradua-

.

Students were interested in
advice about how to get into
journalism. There are no graduate programs for journalism
in England, and Wade learned
his craft "on the job." He did
not discourage students interested in journalism from attending grad school, but he also
emphasized the need to do as

coveries understandable to the
general public. He warned that
keeping the articles simple is
necessary, and he also remarked that scientific journalists have a friendlier relationship with fellow reporters and
with their subjects as scientists
are anxious for the exposure.

much freelance writing and

gain as much writing experition, worked for a publishing ence as possible because writhouse before joining the news ing is a skill that is learned by
staff of Nature magazine. He doing. He also advised students
then wrote for the news staff of not to be discouraged by rejecScience magazine for ten years tion and to keep trying. Stuand then moved to the New dents were also concerned
York Times as an editor. As an about the extent of the scientifeditor, he must concentrate his ic background needed to be a
efforts on popular and contro- science journalist Wade indiversial issues such as the envi- cated that while a background
ronment, defense, energy and in science is helpful, it is not
the genetic revolution, and he absolutely necessary. It may
must present an argument, pro even be an advantage not to
or eon, not a statement or understand clearly in order to
report of facts.
make reports of scientific dis
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College

pair of SONICS

For
The Wooster Review; the
speakers, 114 x 14V x
ary publication on campus is
looking for submissions for the 25 inches, dark wood cabinets,
third issue. We publish poetry 70 watts, $100.00 for pair, call
and fiction by .college writers
irofessional
s.
Any
as well as
doMny5?
to
tyfSLv,laW
sent
submissions should be
5 noUce-Debat short
Michael Allen. The Wooster Re-- f"
7
or
box
view through campus mail. All
submissions are read and re-- For
electric type-viewby a student staff. Any- - writer and
and
one interested in helping out luggage rack 910.00. Call
with the reading should contact Deanne. x2325.
The Wooster Review.
Plymouth Arrow.
For
$1885.00. Call
condition.
tt-.00
nnmm.t. ,nfrf
mo"
male
p
BDR apt near high school. 1 nK
Only $150mo. (heat included) If you are interested in placing
8
plus utilities. Call
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5:00 p.m.
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BY SUZANNE KARAPASHEV
and RANDY If CCLEARY

and the community,
pulled in about eight hundred
dollars. However, this sum was
not enought to cover the full
expenses of the system.
The system consists of a
that circucomplex fan set-u- p
lates the inside air with the
outside air.
Why the sudden interest in
coolness? After a fine effort to
recall the "old" Ichabod's. the
words that came to the minds
of several people were "stinking hot". This heat became a
health hazard that sent unsuspicious dancers sailing across a
dance floor that seemed to
generate sweat of its own.
Bill Andrew, a member of the
committee of six who originated the project regretted only
that the seniors who helped out
never got to see the cooling
sytem put in. He also pointed
out "When the student body
sets out to do something, it
does it."
So. as you wile away your
hours the Ichabod's way, silently thank all of the Woosterites
who helped make Ichabod's
what it is today!

So, you invested your trading students

stamps in vats of "Jungle
Lust" cologne and aftershave?
Dyed your hair in three
colors after a
deep inspirational stirring?
mono-chromat- ic

Renewed you G.Q. subscription for the fifth year in a row?
But you still are not cool?
What does Ichabod's know
that; you do not know? Do not
give ' up hope. The secret to
ucw
icnauoa s cpuuicss w w
ventilation system installed this
summer. But, do not let us
mislead you. This admirable
coolness was not achieved overnight Correspondence courses?
No. It was the hard work and
nf minv Wooster
AaAtn
students, faculty and administration that made last year's
"Dance and Auction for Coolness" a success.
A marathon dance contest
lasted for 24 hours. Dancers
received pledges that totaled

eighteen

approximately

hundred dollars. The auction,
which offered such, bidables as
car washes, a lasagna dinner
lec, and objects donated from
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Hill

HoapWal

es obliquely from air into a
glass prism, wnicn coior u
refracted the least?"
"According to a poem oy

Robert Frost, what 'makes
good neighbors'?" '
(taken from wmpoeu Al-

lege Quiz Book)
your
it vnn and several ofanswer
can
you
friends think
rhou nuestions and others like
them. College Bowl is a nation
al quiz game in whicn stuaeni
ruti affainst one an
other in intense intellectual
mirsuit. Each team consists 01
four players including one team
captain; two teams race we
clock and their opponents by
answering questions asxea oy
mrvtontnr. Althoush it may
sound like Trivial Pursuit, Col
lege Bowl is more than mere
all
trivia because it draws from
areas of academics. Its questions, in fact are authenticated
by Time magazine, ana are
ouegc
ordered througn me
Bowl Headquarters, in New
York City.

The success of the
Sponsored by the Student Ac- sophomores.
Bowl
College
at Wooster, Chuck7
Col-:
tivities Board, Woosters
to good student'
feels,
is
j
due.
lege Bowl is now in its third response and participation,
and
year.. There are actually two!
espeis
He
a
"fantastic
staff'
College
types of competitions in
grateful for an efficient
Bowl. First are the daily cially
College Bowl
set-u- p
committee.
matches, round robin tournaArmstrong,
and
Kathy
ments designed for anyone who artist
As
Allison.
Pam
wants to play for fun and priz- W1U1 IUalCUCS, VUWI twusuM
this
es, the winning teams in
are welcome and encouraged to
category will go on to play the join
the staff by contacting
mystery team of "Unknowns"
Dean (ext 2620);
in October. There is also a David
popular, College
Although
more prestigious College Bowl Bowl at Wooster is not someby
Tournament whose winners,
that goes on all the time.
written agreement will com- thing
money, each fifteen
Besides
s
Region-alpete in February at the
requires time,
match
minute
Michigan.
held in Eastern
many
people to
and
effort,
Junior Chuck Ryan, who
schedule '
season's
This
plan.
comthe College Bowl
and
made,
already
been
has
mittee with David Dean, feels will commence with two exhibistrongWooster has one of the
matches in September for
est programs in the region, in tion
to see . how College
students
terms of professionalism, orga- Bowl is played.
Students internization, and structure espe- ested in college Bowl
should get
cially. "College Bowl is somenow, in
together
teams
their
get
thing that students can
early
in
registration
for
time
involved in outside of athlet- October. Chuck advises teams
ics," he says, yet still pursue in to "be as creative as you
a competitive way. He encourAll matches will be held
ages everyone to try it men- want"
Center Lobby at'
Lowry
the
tioning that last year's Region- in
sure to come
so
p.m.,
be
6:30
al team consisted of four cheer Wooster's whiz-kids- 4
battle of brains!
co-coordina- tor

co-cha- irs
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Regardless of grade average
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L'SHANA TOVAH
BY AMY LANGER
Sundown on Wednesday was
the beginning of a holiday
known as Rosh Hashanah. or
the Jewish New Year's. Rosh

i

,g

;

1

ADOPT-A-GRANDPARE-

Hashanah is one of the holiest
days in the Jewish year.
The Jewish calendar year is
quite different than the Gregorian calendar used in most of
the world. It revolves around
the cycles of the sun and the
moon. Interestingly, Rosh Hashanah does not fall on the first
day of the first month. Rather,
it falls on the first day of the
seventh month. The implication
is that the seventh month
(Tishri, in Hebrew) is like the
seventh day, Shabbat (the Sabbath), a time of rest and prayer.
Rosh Hashanah is the beginning of the ten day period
known as the Days of Awe.
These ten days are a time to
"contemplate the ultimate spir.
itual truth." (Arthur Waskow,
in Seasons of Our Joy) According to ancient tradition, God
opens the Book of Life on Rosh
Hashanah. People who are
wholly good are immediately
inscribed in it for another year
of life. Those who are wholly
bad are condemned to die
sometime within the coming
year. Most people, however,
are neither wholly good nor
wholly
bad. For those who fall
Mary Fearon, another memin between, the
somewhere
has
"Everyone
ber, believes,
are a time to
Awe
Days
of
had a good time and enjoyed
of the past
sins
the
reflection
the food."
year and to atone for those
sins. On Yom Kippur (the Day
of Atonement), God closes and
--

NT

BY EMILY DRAGE
Adopt a Grandparent has
been revived at Wooster this
semester. The students involved visit the College Hills

Retirement Village twice

a

week hoping, to close the age

s

,

,

seals the Book of Life. Those
people who have atoned for
their sins will be granted another year of life. Those who have
not are inscribed and sealed for
death in the coming year.
The shofar (ram's horn) is
one of the most obvious and
important symbols of Rosh.
Hashanah. It is only used during the High Holy Days. The
shofar is first used at the
opening service of Rosh Has-

hanah

(in this case, last

Wednesday night). The shofar
is blown for several reasons:
(from Seasons of Our Joy by
Arthur Waskow) 1) Just as
earthly kings have horns and
trumpets blown to announce
the anniversary of their coronation, so God wants the shofar
blown on the anniversary of the
Creation-wh- en
there came a
world that God could rule over.
2) Just as earthly kings have
horns and trumpets blown to

announce their decrees and

only after this warning actually
enforce the decree so God
wants the shofar blown to announce the beginning of the Ten
Days of Return, when all are

commanded to turn their lives
around. 3) Just as Ezekiel compared the words of the Prophets, calling rfor the- - people to
change their ways, to a shofar
so we. must know that those
who hear the shofar and do not
take warning and change their
lives will be responsible for

barrier.

The Retirement Village, located on Forest, is the residence for many of Wooster's
'elderly. Each Tuesday night
the program members participate in Fun Night and other
activities. Saturday afternoons
Fund to
have been set aside for helping Professors Thomas Clareson, from The Donaldson
Prize
Donaldson
The
Department
establish
of
of
the
chair
and
the residents with chores
English, and Michael Allen, for Fiction, a $250 single prize
errands.
The program members wish EditorAdvisor of The Wooster for "the best publishable fiction
to "play a role in the senior Review, are pleased to an- - by a student at the College of
Wooster." "The Donaldson
citizens' lives by providing an nounce the estaDiisnment oi- Prize
adds an important dimencreaThe
Fund
for
Donaldson
comof
youth
the
to
the
outlet
- sion to the creative writing
writing.
Stephen
Donaldtive
munity.
Mnrp volunteers are wel- - son, wooster ammnus uooj program at Wooster," said A1- -,
g
author of "The len, "For a while last year we
come For more information and
Cove- - had two prizes in poetry, but
of
Thomas
Chronicles
contact program heads Mary
nant." has endowed the fund none in fiction. I am sure Steve
The Droeram is co-e- d with the with a gift of $10,000 to support is happy to be the one to rectify

q

Donaldson Donees

best-sellin-

nrr

in

HAIIU nflfl

entertaining."

Kim Todd feels. "It is great
to be in contact with people of a
different age group. We are
appreciated there for playing a
part in their world."
Page
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writing program at the college.
Donaldson returned to cam- pus last March when he gave
an address on fantasy fiction at
the Wooster Literary Festival
and spoke informally with cam-quiPus writers and the staff of The
te

m

avert-disaste-

for Isaac, the ram's horn
should remind us how Isaac
and Abraham were prepared to
give up all their hopes blown
on the great day of judgement,
blowing it now reminds us that
--

every day is a day of judgement. 7) Since the shofar will
be blown when the tempest-tosse- d
Jewish people are gath-erre- d
in harmony to the land of
Israel, we should hear the shofar to stirt our longings for that
day. 8) Since the shofar will be
blown when the Messiah re,
we hear the
vives
shofar in order to revive our
faith in the supernal transform
mation, the final victory of life
and freedom over death, the
ultimate oppressor.
As it is said. "L'shana
or "To a good year!"
the-dead-

to-vah- !"

S2SVq

HOMECOMING
ALUMNI

i

the women residing in Holden
Hall, on second main.
The group has met with their
"grandparents" twice. Square
dancing and a picnic hosted by
the Village, "have proved to be

a war-alarwhen the Temple
was destroyed, it should remind us of the destruction of
the Temple the disaster we
brought upon ourselves and
thus should warn us to abandon
r.
our misdeeds in order to
5) Because God used
a ram as a substitute sacrifice

WEL GOME

--

M-ri-

their own destruction. 4) Because the shofar was blown as

liu waiau.;.

Other uses for the endowment interest have not been
fixed by the department at this
time. "There are so many
needs: more contemporary fiction and poetry in the library,

COMPLETE DIMMERS FROM

M

7ES

$595 to

fund a fiction prize, but I had growth." Added Allen, "The ,
Mea he wouId
Sener- - Donaldson Fund is a major-step, and many Wooster writous."
The English Department ers past, present and future
has approved the use of monies are greatly in Steve's debt."

146 South Karkot

a
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DISCOUNT COUPONS AT LOOK CENTER DESK.

more periodicals, workshops

writers - the
Wooster Review. "At that with established
according to Allen, creative ' writing progream is
time.
"Steve expressed a desire to still in the early stages of

9-9-

263-65- 73
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,
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FULBRIGHT GRANTS
competition for grants for graduate study
The 1985-8- 6
abroad offfered under the Fulbright Program and by foreign
governments, universities, and private donors will close on
October 31, 1984. Only a few more weeks remain in which
qualified graduate students may apply for one of the approximately 700 awards to over 70 countries.
transportaHost of the grants offered provide round-tri- p
a few
year;
one
academic
tion, tuition and maintenance for
provide international travel only, or a stipend intended as a

partial

grant-in-ai- d.

Applicants must be U.S. citizens at the time of application,
and must generally hold a bachelor's degree or its equivalent
before the beginning date of the grant, and in most cases,
should be proficient in the language of the host country. Except
for certain specific awards, candidates may not hold a Ph.D. at
the time of application. Candidates for the 1985-8- 6 competition
are ineligible for a grant to a country if they have been doing
graduate work or conducting research in that country for six
months or more during academic year 1984-8Creative and performing artists are not required to have a
bachelor's degree, but must have four years of professional
study or equivalent experience. Candidates in medicine must
have an M.D. or the equivalent (e.g.. O.D.. D.D.S.) at the time
of application.
Application forms and further information for students
currently enrolled in the College of Wooster may be obtained
from the Fulbright Program Advisor, Pablo Valencia. The
deadline for filing an application on this campus is October 5.
5.

i
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Soma to Lecture on Tuesday
oiuuies

ILSS

i oi euucu uuiici an,
Sarna, will deliver the

lecture for the Lay

Academy of Religion at The
College of Wooster, Tuesday
(Oct. 2) at 7:30 p.m. in Freed-landTheatre.
The text for this year's program is the Biblical Book of
Job and Rabbi Harold Kush-ner- 's
recent book, "When Bad
Things Happen to Good People." Sarna's topic is "Does a
Human Being Have an Incontestable Claim on Justice in
This Life?"
Presently president of the
Association for Jewish Studies.
er

Sarna has been editor and
translator for the Bible Trans-

lation Committee of the Jewish
Publication Society of America
and General Editor of its new
Bible Commentary Project. His
book, "Understanding Gene
sis," received the Jewish Book
Council Award in 1967.
Sarna is the author of several
studies which have appeared in
scholarly publications and var
ious encyclopedias. Forty of his
articles appeared in the Ency--

clopedii JudticM.
Born in England, Sarna
ceived his bachelor's and mas-secoter'. dffre from th TTnivAf- BY BECKY WOLFF
sity of London, and in 1946. he Judicial Board, is the student
graduated from Jews College, organization that hears cases
re-Nah- um
nd

England's Rabbinical Semi nvolvine infractions

01

me

Code of Academic Integrity and
the Code of Social Responsibili-

nary. In the United States since
1951, Sarna held a fellowship in
Semitic Languages and Biblical
Studies at Dropsie College in
Philadelphia where he earned
his doctorate in 1955.
Sarna is a member of several

ty.

.

.

Although notning nas come 10

the Board's attention to date, it
usually hears 10 to 12 cases per
year. .The various infractions
organizations including the are outlined in the scot's &ey,
American Academy for Jewish but last year's Jucicial Board
Research, the Royal Asiatic heard cases involving academSociety and the Society of Bibli- ic integrity, assaults, racial
harrassment, and sexual nar-cal Literature.
;
open
to asssent
The Lay Academy is
the public. Tuition is S40 per Once a case is brought to the
person for the eight-wee- k
ser- Board's attention, the chairperies 'or $60 per couple to cover son will decide if it lies within
the costs of running the pro- the Board's responsibilities.
gram. The public may attend Students on the Board are then
individual sessions for $5 per appointed as Hearing Counseperson. Students are admitted lors for the accused and accu
sor. These Counselors explain
without charge.
Participants may register by the workings of the hearings to
7
or writing Ruth the accused and accusor.
calling
MacKenzie, academy registrar.
Once a hearing is underway.
725 N. Bever, Wooster. Ohio, each side presents its account
44691.
to Judicial Board, which can
question all witnesses. Follow- .
ing the presentation of argu-ments, the Board must decide
what action will be taken. All
cases are kept confidential.
Components of the Board in
clude ten students, four faculty
members, and two administra
-

.

.

--

264-449-

tors. Students are selected

Homecoming Special!
Receive a 10 Discount
On All College Imprinted Items
Friday, Sept. 28
Wilson Bookstore

through the Student

Government-A-

The. Board
elects a chairperson who has no
voting power, but acts as an
administrator. Professor Cropp
serves as the advisor to the
organization.
As a group-- , the Judicial
Board is more than Just a panel
(of judges. All members of the
Board have equal voting power.
The present chairperson. Dan
Rice, said that "One of the
Board's most difficult actions is
deciding on a punishment, but
we are a collective, supportive
ssociation.

group."

Rice also feels that knowl
edge of the Scot's Key is impor
tant for all students. .He comments, "Although not every
ssue is black and whiteonce
rou have broken the barrier of
espect, you have broken the
;ode."
--
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BY CHUCK CRAIG
The Student Music Association is concluding its member-

ship drive this weekendany-

one interested in joining should
contact President Chuck Craig
or
at box
Glen Roebuck at box
The SMA has already reached
a record membership of 31 and
is open to all students interested in the varied aspects the
c-13-

83

Vice-Preside-nt

c-26- 33.

.

field of music.
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ARTSENTERTAINMENT-Friday

Afwood to Appear Next

BY KARL HENNING
night, the Wooster Symphony
Sunday
8:15pm
At
last
presented a "Gala Pops Concert" featuring Lee Merrill as
solist and the Women's Committee as amiable caterers to

the percussion section.
.
.
Miss Merrill, who graduated from Wooster in 1982,
displayed a glowing stage presence that contrasted
agreeably with the drear cinderblock that has come to
symbolize McGaw chapel. Her performance of Strauss'
"Laughing Song" and of Gounod's "Jewel Song" was
effusively warm and nothing short of scintillant. This is
Lee's first appearance at the College since her graduation
and subsequent apprenticeship with the Houston Opera
is
Comparty. where it is apparent that her
very
well.
agreeing with her
Mr. David Schmuchler, the new concertm aster, also
appeared with the Orchestra for the first time. A new
asset in a department increasingly pared away by an
overzealous administration (the prudence of whom calls
milieu),
to mind the Queen of Hearts in Alice's peculiarassurance,
Mr. Schmuchler performed with capable
although the section he leads seemed obstreperous at
times. The Korngold score to The Sea Hawk , quite apart
from suffering for lack of the film to maintain the
audience's interest, presented a particularly compelling
case for fretted violins. This was an exception, however,
despite the short amount of time which the orchestra has
had to prepare this concert.
The Orchestra held together well for the Selections,
from 'Annie', a poor arrangement whose subtleties (suchan
as cleverly converting the entire string family into
unabashedly nondescript viola section) immediately call
to mind a junior high school band. Indeed, the boldest
and
item on the program was Stravinsky's harmonization Star-Sp
oeuvre. The
orchestration of that seldom-hear- d
angled Banner-- it is not as bizarre as some moderno-phob- e
might expect. After all, Stravinsky had decided to
live in this country; no expatriate composer would want
his house firebombed by order of the governor (Ronald
Reagan in this instance).
The Orchestra was in rare form, as usual; the lost art
of precision is rapidly gaining mythic status as a minor
deity. Nevertheless, the Symphony possessed a sense of
ensemble difficult to imagine where the" beat is seldom
nearer to the baton than the conductor's elbow. They are
,
to be applauded.
diva-tutela-

.
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six novels and nine poetry
books to her credit, including
acclaimed

two widely

works,

"The Edible Woman" and
"Surfacing."

Ms. Atwood was born in Otto-w- a
in 1939. She spent much of

her early life in the Northern
Ontario and Quebec bush country and started writing at the
age of five: morality plays,
poems, comic books, and an
unfinished novel. She graduat- !
ed from the University of Toronto, where she won a Wood-roWilson Fellowship, and
went on to earn a masters in
Victorian Literature from Rad-clifin 1962, after being prod- are many women who, when
n
Canadi- facing an ordeal, don't stick
ded by her
an friend, Northrop Frye. to do their heads in the oven or jump
off a bridge. Instead they go
so.
Margaret Atwood writes of out and confront their monster
women's search for identity, a and triumph over it." This phi
theme which has gained her a losophy, in part, has guided
strong feminist following. "My Margaret Atwood in much of
women suffer because most of her writing and has placed her
lists
the women I talk to seem to at the top of the best-sellhave suffered," she stated in a in Canada and the United
1982 New York Times inter- States.
view. She continued. "But there

A

w
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RECORD REVIEW:

The songs on "Difford and
seem to flow as one,
Tilbrook"
of Bri- although they are remarkably
d
unique in rhythmic innovation
songwriting team of and lyric wordplay. Still,
late. Difford and Tillbrook left around the interesting tunes
the group Squeeze which drew and lyrics, Difford and Tilbrook
critical raves and comparisons work within the same narrow
to Lennon and McCartney. medium they mined with
While this pair has certainly Squeeze. Much like some of
created some enjoyablepopand Elvis Costello's later work, Difin ford and Tilbrook make depleasantly workmanlike
their day, they have simply not
tailed psychological studies of
achieved the unique vision to limited everyday situations;
place them beside Lennon and their strength lies, unlike
McCartney, as their latest dual
in their keenly trained
effort attests.
eyes, which pick apart a set
self-titled"deb-

f

l

The Voice deadline
is 6pm on Wednesday.

raateri- All submitted,
typed
al must be Questions- and signed.
should be directed
to Susan Clydesdale.

ct fan aaqwA
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BY DREW VANDECKJSJS1S.

This
marksthe
tish pop's most

BY SUSAN PROPHATER
Called by many the astute
critics the "reigning superstar
of Canadian letters, "poet and
author Margaret Atwood will
appear at McGaw Chapel on
Friday, October 5 at 8:00 p.m.
for a reading of her poetry. The
44 year old Atwood to date has

i

3

Disord end Tilbrook

ting, and their pens, which can
ingeniously describe it.
Musically, this duo complement their lyric studies with a
seemingly endless procession of
spirited- pop scores. Yet, again,
Difford. and Tilbrook superficially' tantalize but essentially
disappoint. Their pop cadences,
which move a distinctly Anglicized soul tempo, can roughly
be traced back to American
performers and writers such as
Smokey Robinson,the Temptations and ' the Supremes, but
they fail to reach, except perhaps on "Wagon Train," the
-

t.U,t IIIUIIIIIU

I

.tJ.t

man League to the Fixx, which
and Elvis Costel-lthey out-clawho has taken to beating
them at their own game (see
"Punch the Clock") . While
talented and thoroughly professional, Difford and Tilbrook are
"Tracks of My Tears," "I sec- singularly unambitious in the
ond That Emotion" or scope of their work, which
even"Stop, In the Name of leaves them just close enough
Love." It seems Difford and to pale besides past greats and
contemporaries.
Tilbrook are caught in an un- promising
Thanks to Mark Bero for the
easy bridge between the R&B use of his album.
Anglo-porangin k from Hu
heights of Robinson
and his Motown artists. The
work of Difford and Tilbrook is
certainly a good contemporary
approximation of Motown pop,
but they can not pull off the big
score, the killer songs such as
dizzying

p,
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1 Fish eggs
4 Paid notice
6 Take unlaw- -

EVENT

Tennessee Williams most

well-know-

Current
breakdown
13 Wanted
15 Pronoun
16 Thicket

11

n

plays, is being performed at 8:15 p.m., September
26-2- 9.

in Schoolroy Theatre by

Wooster's Stage Right
Stage Right is a summer
theater program aimed at inRep-Compan-

y.

tensive, extended training for
Wooster theater students. The
brainchild of directorprofessor
"Anetta Jefferson. Stage Right
has just completed its third
season of summer repertory
theater. According to Professor
Jefferson, the January auditions for the following summer's cast, which collectively
performs a repertoire of four
plays, are open, with priority
given to Wooster students. Costume, sound, technician, and
other positions are assigned by
interview.
The Glass Menagerie is one
of the four plays that were done
this past summer by Stage
Right Classified as one of Williams'

"memory plays," The

Glass Menagerie deals with an
extremely shy, crippled girl
who seeks to escape from the
real world into that of her
collection of glass figurines.
Williams, who wrote many of
his works about the outcasts of
society, won much acclaim for
this play. Though it is not
performed very often in an
experimental context. The
Glass Menagerie is a personal
favorite of Professor Jefferson.
The combination of humor and
pathos and "the mixture of

realism plus the dreamlikea
quality" make the play

unique theatrical experience.
Professor Jefferson also chose
The Glass Menagerie for Stage
Right performance because the
small cast of four allows for
work with
greater
each actor or actress in the
creation of his or her role.
Stage Right's production of
The Glass Menagerie will be in
one-on-o-

Schoolroy

ne

Arena

Theatre,

which is designed for experi-manttheater work. Professor

al

Jefferson anticipates this production with, enthusiasm, applauding the "subtlety" and
"intimacy" added to a performance by a smaller, experi-manttheater like Schoolroy.

al

Although Schoolroy's size
means that the sets for all four
plays in Stage Right's summer
repertoire must be built from
one basic set, the flexibility and
opportunities for creativity offered by a more intimate thea-

ter outweigh space limits.
The Glass Menagerie is a fine
play under any circumstances,
but this production by Wooster's own repertory company is
certainly a special event well
worth the time spent to see it.
Although admission is free for

college students, seats are
scarce for all of the performances, and reserving a ticket
well in advance is advisable.

18 Dwell
19 Greek letter
21 Repetition

22 Compass
point
23 Second-rat- e

horses

26 Employ
29 Tardy
31 Encounter
33 Note of scale
34 Hebrew
month
35 Three-toe- d

sloths
38 River in

Scotland
39 Exists
40 Pronoun
41 Lavish fond- -

nesson

43
45
47
50

Back of neck
Everyone
Sea nymphs

52
53
56
58
60

Need
Pronoun
Verso, e.g.
Showy flower
Morning

Printer's
measure

61 Click

beetle

63 Come on

the scene

65 Mixture
66 Rupees:

abbr.

67 Nod
DOWN
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marketplace
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BY JONATHAN BARCLAY
The Glass Menagerie, one of

A

junction
4 Greek

Debauchee

5 Railroad

station
6 Scoffed

7 Symbol for

tellurium
8 Lampreys
9 Farewell!
10 Unit of
Bulgarian

BEAT FOR THE

and various other churches in
the community. The choir has
"Before I started my fresh- had very little publicity, but it
man year I knew I wanted to has had a great impact on the
start the College of Wooster college community and the
Gospel Choir." stated the Wooster community as well,"
choir's director Tyrone Wil- Williams stated.
liams. Williams, a junior music
Edward Ridley, pianist and
major, founded the Gospel assistant director, was asked if
Choir last year. "It started out he would be interested in formwith four young ladies who ing a gospel choir. "The' first-thin- g
I
were asked to sing at a local
I said was that the choir
church's program. They sound- must have the desire and Che
ed nice and decided to form a discipline that. I feel, is very
group."stated Williams. "In- important in music," stated
coming freshmen heard about Ridley. "After they knew my
it and wanted to join, so with view on the music. I joined and
that we became the C.O.W. I'm glad I did." he stated.
Gospel Choir."
Ridley, who is a sophomore
Williams, who is also known music composition major, can
for his outstanding perform- also be heard on the campus
ances on the saxophone, feels radio station on Sundays from
very optimistic about this year. 9:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Ridley
excited feels
"I am very happy and
that before the Gospel
expect
big
year.
I
this
about
- posnel music
rhnlr
things from the choir, and for was onlytrtfIin the dorm
heard
the membership to continue to rooms. "Gospel music had gone
grow," Williams stated. "Part- unnoticed on campus. Gospel
icipating students are very en- has a message and a beat for
thusiastic about the choir." he the eighties." Ridley stated. "I
commented.
really enjoy it I feel that the
The Gospel Choir .will be participants should
to
scheduling a lot of events this get credit for it as ifbeit able
were
a
performance
year. "Our first
music
class."
will be held Parents' Weekend
Both Williams and Ridley are
in the pit in Lowry Center," in agreement that the choir is
stated Williams. Williams is open to everyone, not only stuhoping that the choir will ad dents but the administration
as
vance and grow large enougn welL "We hope that God continto become a touring choir, vis- ues to bless usWUliams statiting various colleges and giv- ed. For. more information,
ing ma tar concerts. "We have please
contact Tyrone Wil- already performed in Mans- - liams, Priscilla
Cooper, or Ed- field, Canton. McGaw Chapel.. i ward Ridley.
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SCUBA? DO!

GLCA Artfs

...--- -.
plained class member Davidf '
WALKER
BY
SUSAN
E.
Bond.
w
Chip Comstack explained
Peter Zummo, Program
isjsociate
in
Dance
and
Music.
he felt underwater, "It
incredible. It is the first time IeMedia will be on campus at
on Wednesday, Octo-wate-r.
have ever spent minutes
10
speak with interest-world- ."
to
a
whole
is
newjber
It
Zed students and faculty about
"It is the most isolated lithe GLCA New York Arts Pro-haHe will be giving a slide
ever felt from the
show presentation at 4:00 p.m.
lege." Jeff Gilbert said.
In Severance Hall and will be
available to speak with people
from 1:30 p.m. until that time.
For more information, contact
Professor Joan Krejcar (art
department) c r Professor Stan
Schutz (theatre department).
BY PHIL GORDON
E

saf e diving."Meigs said.
Some of these techniques inWelcome to northeastern
Ohio, borne of plains full of clude the way to treat aandiver
air
and who has the bends,
corn, Amish, Cleveland, divingway
any
who
in
or
embolism,
scuba
scuba diving. Yes.
needs decompression.
-well,
at least at Wooster.
"Basically," Meigs
evening
from
Every Tuesday
is necessary to keep
20
p.m.,
0
about
p.m.-9:07:00
You can
breathing
underwater.
Wooster students and a few
your
breath."
hold
not
frogmen
become
town residents
Divers should be in generally
under. the direction of profes- good
condition without
sional diving class instructor any physical
or heart
disorders
lung
Meigs.
Art
problems.
addinew
The class is not a
After the eight weeks of intion to the college curriculum. struction,
divers have to pass a
In fact, the first scuba diving
test,
as well as an open
written
twenty
about
class was held
at one of the local
check
water
years ago.
tests are completthe
If
lakes.
involved
Meigs first became
successfully,
the diving stuBacchanalia 1984, for the
in scuba diving during frequent ed
certified.
is
dent
most part, was a success. Howtrips to Florida. He used some
There is a $50 fee to help pay ever, the weather turned sour,
of the very first aqua lung
pracfor equipment, and each stu- causing Oroboros, the main
devices, and after some
must buy his own mask, band, to play only half their
dent
to
helped
tice in diving, he
snorkel,
and flippers. These run show. The opening band, a blue
develop the first scuba diving
up.
This is significantly grass band, started things off.
135
and
course at Wooster.
Today, the class centers on cheaper than the cost of private The beer continued to How
well. The reggae band smoked
the course set up by the Profes- instruction.
Meigs
dive?
why
scuba
InBut
through
Diving
two sets: setting the
of
sional Association
75
of our pace for Oroboros. After the
structors and will provide diver comments, "Over
and most of it is rain started, Oroboros had to
certification upon successful planet is water
acu-b- a
unexpiorea.
stop because of the hazard
completion. It runs eight weeks unknown and you
to created by water and electricia
chance
gives
diving
classwork
and combines both
see this fantastic world in per- ty. The party continued, in
and poolwork.
on
the son. It is the most relaxing spite of no band, into the very
Meigs covers material
aspects
of thing I have done."
early hours of the morning.
mental
physical and
it would be fun, Oroboros has agreed to return
scuba diving, as well as the "I I figured
and am a eeology major, so it and finish their show. Stay
behavior of marine life.
"We teach the techniques of may come in handy," ex tuned.
BY DAVID SICK
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EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYSteam forms the actual tunnel,
The front row binds together at
the waist, as well as the second
row. Then they all bend over
and bind together for the snap-ru-n
shove. The idea of the snap-blocshove is to push the opponent
pack back and to help the
thi hall. The ball is
ti,.K!iw
"hnlror1 win
,
7-jT.i. w
w
iL
ujr
uau
pCK.
gels
ui
uic svwu-ua- u
uuui
uie
uiruwu
ine
Since
team.
.through
opponents
four
the
the
kinds of plays :;scrum-dowine people 01 me irvm run uavc

and backs. There are eight
Pack members, one scrum-hal- f
and six backs. It is the pack's
main job to get the ball from
the opposing team. The backs'
main job is to advance the ball
towards the goal. The scrum- half gets the ball from the pack

ly .there are a lot of short
BY AMY WEISBERGER
help
to
designed
is
ancled kicks
article
This
one understand better what is The catch to rugby is that
going on, as one views a Rugby the ball can never be thrown

forward. The ball carrier must
match.
sport
forward until an opponent
from
Rugby is the
him, and then pass the
which football originates. It is
behind him
a teammate
oriented
to
ball
definately a team
.
si w
rectangular
a
m
oeuer
powuuu
a
on
who
is
played
sport,
Blocking
15
in
of
advance the ball.
field with two teams
tackling
to
predominantly
is
object
eludes
The
people each.
score a try, four points, and A player can only be tackled if
are
then a conversion kick, twoa he has the bail, ino paas
perpen
when
football.No
wnm.tinlik
scored
is
try
A
points.
player touches the ball down. dicular lateral passes are alme ball
If the
oiu
eitner. n
with his body, in ine opponent lowed either.
try zone, which is located at the bounces iorwara on me uppvra
try zone body of a player it is called
end of the field. The
touch-dow- n
and that player steam
football
a
looks like
zone. After a try is scored, the is penalized. The ball may be
4owever,aiMi if
ball can be placed at any point kieked-ferwar- d. .
one open 4.
tu
me
no
nas
u
a
player
perpendicular
a
line
on
the ball
can
kick
point on the try line where the oass to he
scorer crossed over. The kicker away. However, after he kicks,
must then boot the ball between teammates who were ahead of
when the ball was kicked
two goalposts much like in him
.
nt mich the hall until the
up
me
to
icers
football. It is
to
or
runs past them or they
tar
kicker
how
close
discretion
placed,
is
will
be
ball
the try line the
but it can only be placed on this There are three parts of a
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to shove over the ball and heel
who
it back to their scrum-hal- f,
picks it up and tosses it to the
backs. A maul is similar to" a
ruck, but the ball is being held
by two opponents who are fighting for it The pack binds onto
the player as he tries to rip the
ball from the opponents hands.
Then the pack either shoves
through the other pack, or the
ball holder puts the ball down
Ka kaaiti rt Ka nnnnnont fmnt
behind him and the pack
vwa- shoves forward so that the
row, ua uuuaci is .
1.
- This IS scrum-hal- f
- . wn tha iinim.hllf
can recover the
-'7"
Z ball. A ruck can form around a
.r
7
offending team. After the
player who has just been tacer wins the ball, he kicks it kled, trot Stnr has the ban. The
back between the legs of the tackled player must let go of
second and third row. As the the ball. He cannot pass the
Kali nme mit th hack tt the ball off the ground. The ruck
runs to then forms around the tackled
scrum, the scrum-hal- f
pick it up and toss it to the player and the ball. No one can
backs.
go around the tackled player or
A ruck forms when the ball is he is off sides. He must step
loose on the ground and the over the tackled player.
opposing packs are fighting for Rucks and mauls are spontaiu tue jiivk uuuu wcu
neous events. They are possi-- v
Continued
rather random manner
ng
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m
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a sort of tunnel. As the
ball is thrown in by the scrum- half, the opposing teams snap- shove against each other and
parh
mMlla uHnn tmm
w
team, the hooker, tries to hook
the ball with his foot and kick it
behind him to his team. There
three rojrs of peo- pie from each team involved in
the scrum. There are three
people in ine 111 at rvw, tutu iu
the second, and one person in
afe-artua- lly

hook-knock--
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WOMEN'S RUGBY SCHEDULE

October 6 Hiram-ho- me
MEN'S RUGBY SCHEDULE
Wesleyan-ho- me
Sept. hio
29-O-

Oct. 20
Oct. 27-JNov.
Nov. 10
Nov. 17

ohn

3-Ken-

J

'
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BY AMY WEISBERGER

The Men's Rugby Club
opened its season last Saturday
Alagainst Kenyon College.
16-it
lost
team
though the
was a "close game" according
to team captain Mike Brown.
The reason Brown considered
the game close was because of
the twtr'trjs scored; "Intfy. one
was counted. This was due to a
6,

controversy

over

whether

Brown had complete control
over the ball when he brought
it over the line. The other try
was scored by Mike Angerman
and a conversion kick was
scored by Chip Junkin.
The Wooster Pack played
winning
well in scrum-downthe ball in most of them. There
was quality kicking from the
backs and conversion kicker
Junkin. Wooster did well in the
line-oubecause of Pete Meull-er- s
jumping ability and height
The problems came in ball
handling, conditioning, rucks,
and mauls. This is due to the
inexperience of the team as a
whole. A majority of the team
s,

ts
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is new to the sport, and in
rugby there is no substitute for

The backs, at
times, were able to move the
ball well but at other times
their weakness in ball handling
skills was aoDarent The team
was not fully conditioned for 40

experience.

minute halves because the

halves are usually only 30 min
utes and there are a shortage
of substitute players.
Rucks and mauls are proba
bly the toughest part of the
game. The Wooster players had
a difficult time getting to the
rucks and mauls and binding
fast enough and strong enough
to win control of the balL The
team had some good rucks and
mauls but were inconsistent
according to Brown.
The team is looking forward
to a eood season because it has
manv talented new players
combined with more expert- enced players. The next game
is home, against Ohio wesiyan.
this Saturday afternoon. Thej
came will be olaved in the!
quad.

Hiram-ho- me
Carroll-aw- ay

yon-home

Denison-ho- me
Oberlin-aw- ay

Continued

ble'because the pack travels as
la

group around the field follow

ing the bait ine
travels behind them.

scrum-na- n

is called when the
mall goes out of bounds. The
pack members from each team
form a line approximately perpendicular to the point where
the ball went out A player
team
Ifrom the
throws the ball in the air between these two lines and the
opponents jump for it The
players from the other team
cannot run around the line br
they will be off sides. However,
they can run through the line,
so the teammates of the ball
catcher sometimes bind on him
to form a wall in an attempt to
prevent this.
The backs advance the ball
forward by running forward
with it as much as possible.
When an opponent comes on to
tackle them, they pass it back
to other open backs or pack
members. The backs must con
centrate on being open, behind
and lateral to the ball carrier.
to receive a pass.
A

line-ou-

t

non-offendi-

ng

Sometimes the backs partici-

pate in rucks or mauls and

pack people advance the ball .
forward to score.
Since rugby still is not clear
in your mind, you must come to
see the men's and women's
teams of Wooster play. There is
both a fall and spring season.
The men's team will be playing Saturday afternoon on the
quad. All are invited to come
cheer them on!!
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Volleyball

MEN'S
BY IDA WILLIAMS
a very enjoyable

BY CAROLYN MATTHEWS

In sports the competition is
tough and sometimes the best
are not. This is what happened
to the women's volleyball team,
which is one of the best around.
Last weekend they participated in the Ohio Northern Tournament, and did not win. The
Scotties won three matches and
lost two. First their main goal
was to finish the "top two" of
their pool, which consisted of:
Wooster, Capitol, Adrian, Marietta, and Ohio Northern. Wooster finished second, losing to
Ohio Northern.
The Scotties met Calvin in
the quarterfinals and lost 5

"It was not

experience for us." said Coach
Jim Bean about last Saturday's

Mens's Cross Country meet
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13-1-

They had their
and
chances but careless mistakes
5-1- 5.

cost them. Their serving and
passing shots were not up to
par. Wooster missed 3a serves
in the five' matches, fifteen of
them coming in the games
against Ohio Northern and Calvin.

Last Tuesday, however, the
team bounced right back and
defeated tough John Carroll
University. The scores were
Both teams
and
are ranked in the top 10 teams
Wooster-beinin the mid-wes- t,
ranked higher. The women's
volleyball team record now
stands at 17--

mA

mi

ha Hatr.nf Hialr hanHt

15-1- 1,

15-1- 1.

15-1- 0,

g
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Field

Hockey
BY MARTY KAROLY

It has to happen sooner or
later, but so far, no team nas
been able to score on Wooster's
undefeated field hockey team.
The Scotties are 0 after wins
over Muskingum ) and Ohio
Wesleyan (11-0On offense, the Scotties are
led by Aggie Belt, who has 13
goals, followed by Kate Koehler
with eight and Carol Martin
and Adriane Collot d'Escury
with five each.
6--

(8-0-

).

Judy Skwiertz and Sarah

Heath have been flawless in
"goal having combined on three
shutouts. Skwiertz has the other three.
The Scotties host Oberlin September 26 before travelling to
Denison on
meet arch-rivSeptember 29.
al

Worn e n 's Cro ss C oun try

ny. Roberts will "try to come
BY IDA WILLIAMS
Although the Women's Cross back.. .work to get herself in
Country team had a great start there," said Penny.
to the season, last Saturday Tomorrow, Wooster is hosting
they dropped their meet the Wooster Invitational. The
teams expected to participate,
against Allegheny.
Patty Smanick, the number according to Penny, are Muone runner for the Scots, did skingum, Mount Union, Deni"just another great job," son, Case Western, Hiram, of
CapitalUniversity
though, by winning the race,
according to Coach Craig Pen- Akron, Lake Erie, and Oberlin.
"We've got a real good
ny. "I knew Allegheny would
chance. We've got to put it
be tough," he continued.
gonna be really
together...It's
as
as
we
run
well
ever
"If
we're capable we'll be great," competitiveThe advantage is
Penny said. "We need to work we're running on our own
on the mental aspect." One of course, and I think they're kind
the problems was that the of psyched because of Home
course at Allegheny was all coming," Penny said about toasphalt, a very big change for morrow's meet.
"If they out it all together wd
the Wooster runners. Also, of
the two seniors. Bev Roberts is can be a challenge for confer
out with mononucleosis and ence... We've got a young
Amy Smith resigned from the ffrouo. it's sronna take time. But
team, "which puts us back to they continue to improve and!
square one," according to Pen- - I'm satisfied,; Penny conciudH
Hei-delbur-

SAUSAGE
ANCHOVIES

MUSHROOM

omons

rcrais

PIZZA TO GO

UNBAKED

Smanik. Following her, the

Scotties received points for the
efforts of Becky Pickett, 10th,
Katie Keller, 11th, Suzie Watson, 22nd, and Jean Danowski,
in 23rd. The Scotties showed off
their youth, along with their
great ability, as three of the1
five finishers were frosh.

irorrra
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ATHLETIC

co:ifehex:ce

I.M.

&
COCKTA& LOUNGE
OHM
FUMY

VMEBdMYS S
SATURDAY

SUNDAY

.

PM TO I AM
5 W TO 1 A

CAHY-OU- T

SfMTOHAM
CLOSED

TUB

ONLY

"THE PIZZA WITH THE BIG
SECRET"

262- - 7136
263- - 0190

victory.
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4-- 0

4--
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3--

3--

3--

.

1--

SHOP

1--

1--

COUSGS HILLS SaOFTING CEHTO

1--

0--
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Flag football has been
up a week in the schedule.'
Entry deadline for teams will
be October 23. Games will be- as early as juuuuay,
gin
schedule. Standings through
29. Make sure to have
ber
23
look like this...
September
in on time to avoid the
rosters
1. 6th section. 0
penalty
fee.
late
2. I Phelta Thie,
The next meeting for all IM
3. Betas, 1
reps will be Sunday, October- - 7. '
4. 3rd section, 1
at 7:00 pm in the' ' PEC cUss- - ,
5. BFD, 1
room.,
6. 7th section, 2
Upcoming events include
2
7. 5th section
'
both a" singles and mixed tenuis"
8. Coffee Achievers.2-- 2
tournament. Entry deifjintf is
9. Oats, 3
October 1. The Golf Scramble
10. Red Sox, 3
outing
is scheduled for October'
11. Doug McCullough, 3
Entry
7.
deadline is October's. '
3
12. Holden Annex,
' j ''
13. Beckatteer, 4
Page It W'1
has
NOTE!! The Sigs
league.
the
withdrawn from
3--

RESTAURANT

All teams were credited with a

The fall Softball, season has ATTTCNTTflN ALL IU KKTS I
moved

.

THE

TUin

said.
Tomorrow, the Scots host the
The
Wooster' Invitational.
teams scheduled to run are
Kenvon. Wittenbursr. Muskin-- :
gum, Oberlin, Heidelburg. Hiram, Case "Western, Denison,
and Capital. Wittenberg and
Case . Western have strong
teams according to Bean. "We
donTTCflo w "a ir a wfal lotrbout"
the other teams." he continued.
"It'll be a good meet We'll
be running our own course. We
think its about about the best
one around," Bean commented,
"and some other people agree
with us."

been underway for three weeks
now. The weather has cooperated with just about all games
the being played according to the

On Saturday, Sept 15.
women's crosscountry team
travelled to Denison to compete
in th ftLCA tounament The
Scotties finished second to

,

KPTOON

OCESE

ALSO

:

g,

Oberlin in the seven team field.
Finishing second overall and
first for the Scotties was Patty

!

ed.

MADETOOtBB

against Allegheny and Denison,
at Allegheny. Allegheny won
the meet, with the Scots com
ing in second and Denison
third.
"We ran a five mile road
race. We were not prepared for
it mentauy, we were not prepared for it physically." Bean
continued. Bean explained that
the Scots are used to running,
cross country and this was a
totally different race because it
was run on navemenL "I'm
just thankful there aren't more,
injuries.. .a lot of people are
still stiff and sore from Satur
day- -, we imnz we re a stronger,
team than the results show."
Todd Fach came in first for
tne scots witn a tune oi d:uj.:"
"We had some decent runnintf.
but not like them (Alleghelike
ny). ..They knew the course
,r

am

THE WOOSTER VOICE

Scientific Discoveries
BY P ALAN IKUN ARAN SAKTHIVEL .
THE CLOCK THAT RUNS ON ENERGY
Atmos is a Swiss Clock that needs neither electricity
nor winding. It makes use of the energy got when there
are tiny changes in the room temperature and runs
endlessly. It takes 32 Swiss craftsmen eight months to
build a single Atmos. It is usually given as a gift by
Switzerland to Prime Ministers, Kings, and Presidents.
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THE LONGER YOU WAIT TO TAKE THAT TRIP TO
EUROPE. THE FARTHER YOU'LL HAVE TO GO!
Researchers at NASA say that the continents of
Europe and America may be drifting apart at a rate of as
much as 23rds an inch a year.
POLLUTED WATER CAN BE DRUNK BUT NOT

BATHED IN.

Three toxicologists say that swimming, bathing, or
showering in polluted water may be more dangerous than
swallowing it since the swimmer comes into contact with
more water while he swims than he would be able to
drink I Ha-Ha!

IF YOUR KIDNEY IS BAD. BUY A NEW ONE.
Medical science of the 20th century has reached
amazing levels. Organ transplantatioffliasbecome fairly
common throughout the world. But most donors today are
people desperately in need of money, which puts up the
cost of a kidney to about 120,000.
VITAMIN C TABLETS ARE NOT CANDY.
Vitamin C does cure or prevent common cold but not
directly. It increases the amount of acid called ascorbic
acid in the body and forces the body to work to cancel out
the effects of this acid overload, thus giving the person a
sense of
well-bein-

g.

CAN YOU BREATHE UNDERWATER?
"YEAH,
SURE. I USE THE HEMASPONGE."
Mixing human blood with a liquid plastic produces a
dark brown, spongy material, which extracts pure oxygen
from the air or sea water.
Seawater is pumped through the Hemasponge and the
sponge is then vaccumed or exposed to a weak jolt of
electricity. Another sponge can be used to get rid of the
carbon dioxide thus produced. The Hemasponge technology could bring about a breakthrough in submersibles
since it seems to be economically feasible and practical
enough to be used in cheap
submarines.
do-it-your-

w25

self

FUSING A TOMATO AND A COW?

Scientists in Germany have actually fused cow cells
with tomato cells, using a new 'heat shock process', thus
creating a planimal (plant and animal) which looks like a
wheat stalk, has a skin which can be tanned and used as
leather and several blossoms that provide steady supplies
of tomato juice.. But does it MOO?
Source of information: Omni, Science '84, Scientific
American, Science News and Technology Review.
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WOOSTER LOVE SONG
Alma Mater
by Ralph

E. Plumer,

'06

Ever remembering,
never forgetting
Our love for you, dear Wooster U.
Old Wooster and its memories

come to us each day
And life with all its joys and cares
Can never drive these away
The profs and prexy, campus, halls.
Our friendship, staunch and true
All center round our first great love.
Our dear old Wooster U .
To Wooster U;
Our Wooster U.
Out in the world may we prove true
Wifl

In college days, when an is gay
And life but at the start

There comes to each a love supreme
Awakening in the heart;
And when we ask "Whatis this love.
This first love fond and true?"
From many hearts the answer rings,
Tts dear old Wooster U.
ToWooster U;
Our Wooster U.
Out in the world may we prove true
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Ever remembering,

never forgetting
Our love for you, dear Wooster U.
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